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in the Yaj負avalkyasmrtiCi.309-368) 
孔1uneo TOKUNAGA 
The Rajadharma section 0.309 -368) of the Yaj白avalkyasmrti(めか.
YS) may not attract much attention of the reader. for it consists， as has 
been pointed out/ mostly of literal borrowings and adaptations from 
earlier sources such as the Manusmrti (MS) and the Arthasastra (AS). 
The same applies to some extent to the whole YS，2 but the Rajadharma 
section， in my view， ismarked by this feature more than any other 
part of the text. Probably because of this feature， this section was 
ignored even by the Puranas that quoted extensively from this text 
Cf. H. Losch in his Die Yajnavalkya-smrti， Ein Beitrag zur Quellenkunde des indischen 
Rechts， (Leipzig 1927)， xXVI-xxix. 
2 Parallels of the MS are indicated in the margin of Stenzler's translation in his 
Yaj:先avalkya旨 Gesetzbuch (Berlin-London 1849). See also “Synopsis of Parallel 
Passages" in G. Buhler， The Laws of Manu (SBE， Vol. XXV) (Oxford 1886). On 
the relationship of the YS and the AS， particularly the KAS， see 1. Jolly， 
“Arthasastra und DharmaSastra，" ZDMG 67 (1913)， pp. 49 -96; 1. 1. Meyer， Uber 
das Wesen der altindischen Rechtsschriften und ihr Verhaltnis zu einander und zu 
Kautilya， (Leipzig 1927) ; R. C. Hazra，“Yajnavalkya's Attitude to Arthasastra as an 
Authority in Judicial Administration，" OH， 12/2 (1964)， 19-34; R. P. Kangle，“Kautilya 
and Yajnavalkya" in Felicitation Volume Presented to Mm.γ. V.Mirashi， (Nagpur 
1965)， 240-53; Kane， HDhS， 1/1 (1968)， 202-204. Cf. also Kangle， The Kautilかα
Arthasastra Pt. m (Study) (Bombay 1965)， 78-81. R. K. Dikshit，“Kingship in 
Yajnavalkya-smrti，" Uttara-Bharati， (1953)， 33-34 and P. K. Jayaswal， Manu and 
Yaj元avalkya:a Comparison and a Contrast - A Treatise on the Basic Hindu Law 
(Calcutta 1930) were not available to me. 
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for the other topics.3 From another point of view， however， we 
must recognize， for the very reason， a special value in this section. 
Since we can analyze the structure of this section without much 
problem by comparing with outside-sources， this section wiU prove 
a good sample for understanding the method and intention of the 
author in composing his text. This is the reason why we pay par-
ticular attention to the Rajadharma section of the YS in this 
article. Careful analysis of its structure， 1 hope， will give us a 
clearer understanding of the actual relationship of the YS with the 
Artha三astra，especially with the extant Kautilya's Artha三astra(KAS)， 
than has been discussed by various scholars through their com-
parison of individual passages.4 
Reference to the Iミajadharma，5 king's duties and occupations， is 
not absent in the Dharmasutras.6 but we must wait until the MS to see a 
full discussion of it in the Dharmasastra. The whole seventh and 
3 1 do not agree with Losch in thinking that the Rajadharma section is a later 
interpolation. It is quite hard to believe that the author (or compiler) of the 
YS， who made a model of the MS， totally ignored Rajadharma， such a prominent 
part of the MS， in his text. My view is: the section， being a part of the 
original YS， was ignored by the Pauranikas because they had， in their part， a 
more advanced theory of Rajadharma. 1 plant to show in a separate article 
through comprison of Manu and the MBh on Rajadharma that the theory of 
divine king and his conducts did not originally belong to the domain of the 
Dharmasastra but was produced and developed among the Aitihasika-Pauranikas. 
4 On the history of this argument， see R. P. Kangle's article (Nagpur 1965)， 240-
242. For the abbreviations of the Sanskrit texts. see the end of this article. 
5 The word is not used in the Dharmasutras except 4 cases in BauDhS. In the 
MBh the word concentrates on Book xii - Book (3 times)， i(l)， ii(l)， v(5)， 
vi(l)， vii(l)， xi(l)， xii(56) [75 %!J xiii(2)， xix(l)， xv(2); rajadharmyam KAS 
ii. 16. 19. Compare with an over-all distribution of ksatraーjksatraィiharmain the 
MBh: i(6)， ii(4)， ii(l2)， iv(2)， v(28)， vi(l4)， vii(24)， viii(7)， ix(l4)， x(lO)， xi 
(3)， xii(43) [22 %1 xiii(8)， xiv(l2)， xv(6)， xviii(;1)， (also ksatriyadharma 4 times 
in the whole MBh.); three times， inluding oneおαtriyadharmain MS; none in 
KAS. 
6 Cf. GauDhS i. 1. 1-2.32， ApDhS i. 9.25-26， VasDhS xix.I-48， BauDhS i. 10. 18. 1， 3， 
7-16. 
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part of the ninth chapter of it are dedicated to the description of 
various topics of Rajadharma. We can also include the eighth chap-
ter (Vyavahara) between the two under the subject of Rajadharma in 
a wider sense of it. 
The seventh chapter of the MS on Rajadharma may be rough-
ly divided into two parts: vss. 1 -35 and the rest. The first part 
is devoted to the declaration of king's divine status. Here the king 
is elevated to the status equal to the gods and regarded， like Vi-
号1).u'sA vatara， as a god in the human form created from the eight 
Lokapalas to save the good and punish the evil. After thus 
proclaiming the majesty of a king， the author of the MS describes 
king's ethics， administration， politics， military actions and strategies 
in the second or main part of the chapter (vss. 36 -226). 
The description is arranged as if it form a one-day drama， be-
ginning with the morning of the king (vs. vii. 37. Restated in vii. 145) and 
ending with his sleep after the evening meal and entertainment (vii. 
225). What he does next is， as is described in vi. 145 (cf. vii. 37， viii.1-
3)， to get up early in the morning， perform morning rituals and 
duties， and go to the court to handle legal cases brought by the 
people.7 The seventh chapter is thus organized as introduction to 
the eighth chapter of Vyavahara. It is 弓uiteevident that the 
purpose of the seventh chapter lies in founding king's authority as 
a basis of judicial proceedings described in the succeeding chapters. 
Interestingly， correspondence of the YS with the MS bεgins at 
the end of the first part of the seventh chapter. In other words， 
glorification of kingship is omitted from the head of the Rajadharma 
7 Cf.瓦ASi.19. 21-24， 9-10; MS vii.225， 145-146; YS i.327a-c， 331cd-333. 
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section in the YS. One may hold from this opening that the 
author or compiler of the YS relied in his composition on the 
Arthasastra， which shows little interest in the king's divinity.8 
This is not a baseless idea. In the following pages we will see 
that the 五ASexerted its influence on almost the whole structure 
of the Rajadharma section of the YS. 
Correspondence between the YS and the KAS has already been 
pointed out by Jolly， Meyer， Losch， Kangle and others.9 In this 
article we focus our attention on the Rajadharma section and make 
a more careful analysis of the parallel passages in order to under-
stand the structure of this section and the nature of the Yajnavalkya 
Smrti as a w hole. 
Unlike the MS， the Rajadharma section begins with the des-
cripton of an ideal king in the YS (309 -310). 
i. 309 ab mahotsahah10 sthulalaksah1 krtajnol2 vrddhasevita 13 I 
8 The only passage 1 have noticed in the KAS on the divine origin of a king is i. 
13. 5 matsyanyayabhibhutah praja manum vaivasvaおmrajanam cakrire. But this phrase 
occurs not as Kautilya's but as the words of a secret agent. 
9 Cf. above note 2. 
10 Utsaha‘mental energy，'‘fighting spirit' in contrast to prabhava‘material strength.' 
Cf. KAS ix. 1. 2 -9. 
1 M bahudeyarthadarsi ; Nilakantha on MBh xii.56. 19 bahuprada; Stenzler (& PW) 
kenntnissreicch oder freigebig. But 1 simply take it literally as ‘having a huge 
target，' that is，‘ambitious.' This word appears in various forms: sthulalaksa YS， 
KAS vi. 1 . 3， VDhP i. 3. 2 sthulalaksita AP 239. 4， KNS vii. 7 ; sthulalaksya 
MBh 12.56. 19， 112.28，孔1P220. 29， VDhP i. 65. 30， KNS iv. 8 ; sthaulalaksya 
MS vii. 211 ; cf. also laたsyαjえaSL (Dharmakosa，生/3，172). 
The initials B， M， A in the notes respectively mean Balakrida， Mitaksara， and 
Apararka. 
12 On the meaning of krtaj如， see MBh v. 33. 18 yasya krtyam na jananti mantram va 
mantritam pare， krtam evasya jananti sa vai pandita ucyate; also ibid. v. 44. 7， xii. 
98. 17， 109. 19; ViS xxx. 47; VDhP iii.270 (krtaj伽 tagunanirupana) Cinformation 
partly from my friend. Prof. T. Goto). 
13 This is the reading of B. M & A. on the other hand， have sevakah. 1 have 
prefered the former reading because the latter does not occur in the MBh and 
other related texts: vrddhasevi MBh i. 50. 13， ii. 254. 12. v. 30. 14， 52. 1， xii. 
281. 23， xii. 11. 9， KAS viii. 3. 66， MS vi. 38， ViS ii. 77; vrddhaseva AP 239. 3， 
KNS iv.6; vrddhasevitvam KNS viii.7; vrddhasevita MBh ii. 261. 3; vrddhasevitah 
MBh i.45. 14， vrddhanam. . . uPasita Ram i. 2.22. Respect to the elders is further 
stressed in当Sxviii. 32， MP 215.51-52， VDhP i. 65.43-44. 
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i. 309 cd vinitah sattvasampannah kulinah satyava主主lcih1 
i. 310 ab adirghasutrah14 smrtiman15 aksudraparisat16 tatha I 
i. 310 cd dharmiko drdhabhaktis ca17 prajnah suro rahasyavie8 119 
Translation:“Of great spirit， ambitious， gratefull， attentive to 
the seniors， trained [in the Ãnvïk~iki， etc.] ， having guts， of a good de-
scent， speaking truth， pure， quic孟 inaction， endowed with good 
rnernory， attended by worthy people， righteous. firrn in devotion， in-
telligent， brave， and knowing esoteric teaching. . ，20 
As has been rnentioned by others.21 this passage has its source in 
14 'Prompt in action.' Cf. MP 220. 29cd-30ab (VDhP i. 65. 31): adi培hasutrasca 
bhavet sarvaたarmasuparthivah， dirghasutrasya nrpateh kamahanir dhruvam bhavet. 
15 ・Havinga good memory.' Cf. MBh xiii.103.25a-d sa (=Nahusa) tu tais taih 
pradanais ca tapobhir niyamais tatha， patito 'pi maharaja bhutαle smrtiman abhut. 
Having a good memory is also an indispensable quality of a messenger. Cf. 
MBh xiii. 103. 25， MS vii. 64. 
16 話&A read aksudro 'parusas. B preserves the correct reading aksudraparisat. Cf. 
KAS vi. 1. 3 (aksudraparisatko); also AP 239. 3 Caksudraρarivara混入 KNSiv. 7 
〈αksudraparicari語)， ibid. viii. 1 (akruraparivarata). 話eyer，however， is inclined 
to take aksudro'parusako for the original wording. Cf. op. cit. p.184. 
17 This is the reading of B， found also in VDhP i. 3. 3. Cf. drdhabhaktita (AP 239. 
4， KNS iv. 7)， bhaktijnatvam (KNS vii. 9). M & A， on the other hand， give a 
new reading 'vyasanas caivαThe reading of B appears to me a corruption of 
the original drdhabuddhi-(KAS). 
18 Rahasya probably means the Upanisads. Cf. MS i. 140，165， xi. 262. 
19 The Balakrida often presents the correct reading. Correction based on the B 
reading is marked with an underline in the text. The reason is explained in the 
footnote. 
1 do not agree with Losch in thinking that the Puranic paralle!s preserve 
better readings. (Cf. op. cit. [Leipzig 1927J. LVIII-LIX.) He failed to notice that 
“correct readings in the Puranas" are supported in general by the Balakrida. On 
the other hand， the readings peculiar to the Puranas are often a product of Pura-
nic emendation or corrupiton. His text， mechanically reconstructed from the Pura-
nas， therefore is a mess full of unreliable readings. In any case， this point does 
not concern our Rajadharma section which has no parallel in the Puranas. 
20 For similar expressions see further Ram i. 2. 20-22; AP 239. 2cd-6， VDhP i. 3. 1-
3; K民Siv.6-8， viii. 7-11. Cf. also ViS iii.75f.，限P220; Meyer， op. cit.， p.290. 
21 Cf.瓦1eyer，op. cit吋 p.402 f.; Losch， op. cit.， xxvii; Kangle， article (時agpur1965)， p. 
240. Meyer considers that the YS sometimes shows the older reading than that 
of the KAS， admitting the former as a whole is younger than the latter. But 1 
have met no example to support his argument， so far as the Rajadharma section 
is concerned. 
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KAS vi. 1. 3 mahakulino daivabuddhisattvasampanno vrddhadarsi dharm骨
ikah sG加 vagavisa'f!lvadakafJ kr抱負αhsthatabkso mhotsdho t157ghG-
sutra!J sakyasamanto drdhabuddhir aおudraparisatkovinayakama iか
abhigamika gunah and partly agrees with the beginning verses (vi. 
37-39) of the main part of MS， Chapter Seven. (N. B. In the quotation the 
identical or a similar phrase is marked with an underline and a word related in 
meaning with a dot-line.) 
After defining the ideal king at the outset， the author then enters 
into the description of various topics concerning Rajadharma. First， 
he talks on the education of a king， selection of ministers， council 
with them， and appointment of a Purohita and the ~tvij priests， 
which， we must note， are all among the topics belonging to the 
first chapter of the KAS. The verses consist of the elements taken 
from the MS， along the order of description in it， and from the KAS. 
i. 31 ab svarandhragoptanviksikyam22 dandanityam23 tathaiva ca I 
i. 31 cd vinitas tv atha varttayam24 trayyam caiva naradhipah 1/ 
2 Svarandhragopta is a hαpax legomenon in our texts [listed at the end of this 
articleJ. Cf. the following expressions -MBh i. 16. 5 (svarandhravarane sthi括的，
xi. 57. 14 Csamvrtarandhra-)， xv. 10. 14 svarandhram pararandhram ca svesu caiva 
paresu ca， upalaksayitavyam te niかameva yudhisthira， v.lO. 32 (randhranvesi)， xii. 
2. 79 (randhranvesi); 羽Svi. 105 nasya cchidram paro vidyad vidyac chidram 
parasya tu， guhet kunna iverigani raksed vivaram atmanah=MP 215.67， VDhP， i.
65. 59. Cf. further孔1Bhxii.84.46， 138. 7-8， 24; KAS i.15. 60; MS vii.l02cd; 
KNS iv.15， xii. 7， etc. 
On amviksiki se KAS i. 2. 10 -1 samkhyam yogo lokayatam cety anviksiki; 
dhannadhannau trayyam arthanarthau varttayam nayapanayau dandaniか'ambalabale 
caitasam hetubhir anviksamana lokasyopa初 roti... and i. 2. 12cd asrayah sarva-
dhannanam sasvad anviksiki mata. 
23 Dandaniti is described in KAS i.4. 3 anviksikitrayivarttanam yogaksemasadhano 
dandah， tasya nitir dandanitih， alabdhalabhartha labdhapariraksani raksitavivardhani 
vrddhasya tirthe pratipadani ca. 
24 Vartta is defined in KAS i.4. 1 krsipasupalye vanijya ca vartta， dhanyapasuhiranya-
kupyavis#ρradanad aupakariki. Cf. also KNS i. 14. 
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artt is fi i i. . ~ tisupa rl:ij ti rtt , ti s ira11:ya-
pyavi~tipradiinii pakariki. f. ls ii. 4.
-
i. 312 ab sa mantrinah prakurvita prajnan maulan sthir訪鈎cin25I 
i. 312 cd taih sardham cintayed karyam26 viprenatha tatah svayam 1 
i. 313 ab purohitam ca kurvita27 daivajnam28 uditoditam I 
i. 313 cd dandanityam ca kusalam atharvari.girase tatha If29 
i. 314 ab srautasmartakriyahetor vrnuyad eva cartvijah I 
i. 314 cd yajnams caiva prakurvita vidhivad bhuridaksinan 130 
Let us 100孟carefullyat each verses and their parallels in outside-
sources. Vs. 311 (‘'The king， who guards his own vulnerable points and is trained 
in philosophy， politics， economics and Vedic studyつisbased on KAS i.2. 1， 
which lists these four sciences as the subjects of royal education.31 
On this topic our author c1everly follows the KAS， avoiding the 
younger list of five sciences in the MS with atmavidya， introduced 
under the influence of Vedanta philosophy (vii. 43 traividyebhyas trayi1?'l 
vidyad dandanitim ca級会Jatim，anviksikim c.atmavidyarJ'l vartarambhams ca lokatah). 32 
25 ‘[Persons provedJ innocent [through an employment exam.工， Cf. KAS i.10. 4 -7 
(pratyakhyane 勾cih); also ibid. i. 10. 14 sarvopadhasuddhan mantrinah kuηJat. 
Kautilya 0. 10. 15) particularly lays down that asuci persons should be appointed 
to the work at mines， storages (? dravy.α)， elephant-forests， and factories. Cf. 
a150 MP 215. 7 gunahinan apiぉthavijnaya nrpatih svayam， karmasv eva niyuえ:jita
yathayogyesu bhagasah， 43くpar訪syacadhikaryah). 
26 たd乃lamB， rajyam話&A.
27 This is the reading of B & A. Cf. MS vii. 78 a (ρurohiぉm cαkurvita). On the 
other hand，恥1:reads prakurvita. 
28 Note that daivaj伽 isnot noun ('astrologer') but adjective (‘knowing astrology'). 
29 On the appointment of a Purohita cf. MBh i.156. 15 f.; BauDhS i.1O. 18.7， 
GauDhS i. 2. 12， VasDhS xix. 3 ; ViS ii. 70; AP 218. 3 cd， 239. 15 cd-17， VDhP 
i. 5. 2 -3 ; KNS iv. 32. 
30 MBh xii. 72. 3 -5， MP 215. 56 (VDhP i. 65. 48) ; cf. VDhP ii. 323. 22 -24 ab. 
31 anviksiki trayi vartta dandanitis ceti vidyah. Cf. KAS i. 5. 8; 恥1Bhxi. 59. 33; 
Brhatsamhita xix. 11; KNS i. 1-2; also MBh xii. 306. 34， 45. According to 
Kautilya (i.2.2-7， cf. KNS i. 3-5)， the Manava school lists Vedic study， econom-
ics， and politics Calso MBh ii. 149.31， 198.23; NS xix.69ab)， the Barhaspatya 
economics， and politics (cf. GaudhS i. 2.3 (xi.3))， and the Ausanasa only 
politics as academic requirement of a king. Kautilya also argues that a king 
needs to master a1 the four sciences(I. 2.8. Cf. KNS i. 6). 
32 Similarly AP 225. 21 -22 (artha包tma-?)vidyam)，MP 215.54忽tmavidyam)，VDhP 
i. 65.46 (atmavidyam). Cf. also AP 238.8-9 (anviksikyartha(atma-?)vij宛anam); 
KNS i. 7 (anviksiky atmavij元anam).
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-
τhe first line of 312ab (“He should appoint ministers who are intelligent， na-
tive， steadfast and pure.") is a copy of MS vii.60abαnyan api prakurvita sucin 
prajnan avasthitan.33 Sthiran of the YS is apparently a paraphrase of 
αvasthitan in the MS. Maulan34 indicates an influence from MS vii. 
54 maula兎 chastravidahsuraml labdhalaksan kulodbhavan. sacivan 
sapta castau va prakurvnαpa1τksitan. 
312 c is almost identical with MS vii. 56 a taih sardham cintayen 
nzちlam. A clumsy expression of 312cd (守feshould deliberate on his busi-
ness with them or with one Brahmin [orJ afterwards by himselfプ) must be the 
result of incorporating alternative views expressed in KAS i. 15. 34 
(“He should hold consultations with three or four councillors." [Kangle tr.J )35 and in 
41 (“However， in conformity with the place， time and work to be done， he should delib-
erate with one or two， or alone by himself， according to [their and his ownJ compe-
『 ¥36tence." [Kangle tr.J) 
33 Cf. also KAS i.7. 9 bcd cakram ekam na vartate， kurvi.抱 sacivamstasmat tesam ca 
smuyan matam. 
On the qualities of ministers or king's associates， cf. 担Bh xi. 57. 23 -25 
(sahaya)， xii. 81. 29 (amatyα)， 84.21-22 (mantrin)， xv.9.14 (amatya) (ab=ii.5. 
33ab入 9.20 (mantrin); KAS i.9.1 (amatya); AP 239. 1 -15 ab (saciva); ViS ii. 
71 (sahayα); MP 215. 2-7 (sahayα) (cf. VDhP i. 24.2 -6) (vs. 3 almost identical 
with MBh xii. 81.1)， MP 215. 76 -78 ab (sahayα) (VDhP i. 24. 47 cd-49)， AP 218.4 
(mantrin) ;豆NSiv. 25 Csacivα)， 28 -31 (mantrin). 
34 Maula一‘native'‘ofthe capital' (from mula‘capital¥Cf. KAS vii.2. 14， 3. 33， 8. 
5， etcよ also‘aboriginal:‘indigenous，'‘hereditary.' Originally a military term? 
In meaning it partly overlaps the words such as pitrpaitamαha-(抗Bhi. 5.33， xv. 
9.14; KAS i.8. 16) and svadesaja-(MBh xii.84. 17). The KAS often uses this 
word for‘regular army' in contradistinction to the enemy-troup， allied forces， 
mercenary troup， etc. Cf. KAS i. 33. 8 sa maulabhrtasre1?imitramitratavibalanaJ?l 
saraphalgutam vidyat; also ibid. vi. 8. 27， ix. 2. 1， 2. 3. 14， x. 1. 7， xi. 1. 28. In 
the MBh this word occurs with this meaning only in a later Parvan (xv. 12. 7. 
8). Cf. also Nikakantha Ckulacara) on MBh xii. 121. 49. 
35 mantribhis tribhis caturbhir va saha mantrayeta. 
Similarly， neither many nor one minister is recommended in MBh i. 5. 19; 
孔tlP220. 37 cd = AP 225. 18 cd. Cf. MP 235. 10 ab. VDhP 2. 151. 20 cd. 
36 i. 15.41 desakalakaryavasena tv ekena saha dvabhyam eko va yathasamarthyam 
mantrayeta. Only one minister is said sufficient if he is excellent in MBh i. 5. 
26. xii. 81. 25; also AP 225. 20 cd， VDhP ii. 151. 20 cd. 
Kautilya further recommends a consultation with ministers individually and 
simultaneously 0.15.43). Cf. also MS vi. 57; AP 225. 19 ab. 
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The first Pada of 313 (“He should appoint a Purohitaプ) is identical 
with MS vii. 78a purohita'f!'l ca kurvita but the rest of it (“who knows 
astrology， is outstanding [in regard to lineage and characterJ and versed in politics and 
the Atharva勾1・rasa.つcomesfrom KAS i.9. 9 Purohitam uditoditakulasilam 
sa先ge vede daive nimitte dan-danityam cabhivinitam apadam daiva-
manusfnam atharvabhir upayais ca pratikartaram初 rvita.Abhivinitam 
is rendered into kusalam in our text. Strange compound uditoditam 
(313b)， abridgement of uditoditakulasflam(KAS)， is a good example of 
the author's abnormal style of contraction.37 
Vs. 314 (“He should select the Rtvij priests for the sake of the Srauta and 
Smarta rituals and perform sacrfices rich in donation according to the rules.つIS a 
paraphrase of MS vii. 78 b-79 ab vrnuyad eva cartvijah， te 'sya grha'f!i 
karmani kuηlur vaitanikani Dα yajeta raja knαtubhir vividhair apta-
daksinaih. Pada b is identical with MS vii. 78b， but grhani karmani. . . 
vaitani初 niin担Svi. 78 cd is changed into a rare compound srau的-
smartakriya 38 in our text. 
1n association with sacrifices mentioned in 314. the author then 
refers to the merit of gift to the Brahmins. 
i. 315 ab bhogam三cadadyad vasuni vividhani ca I 
i. 315 cd aksayo'yam nidhi rajnam yad vipresupapaditam 1 
i. 316 ab askannam avyatham caiva prayascittair adusitam I 
i. 316 cd agneh sakaSadお vipragnauhuta~ むお~ham40 ihocyate / 
37 Cf. Kangle， op. cit.， 246. 
38 Contrary to our general idea， srautasmarta-is not a popular expression. In our 
texts it appears， besides this passage， only in YS i. 69 (M&A)， BS (Vyavahara) 
v.38 (p.56) (srautasmartakriyayuk括的， and ibid. i(Samskara). 265 (p.268). Cf. 
also YS ii. 49 (B&A. srautam smartam in M.) 
39 “From or than the Agni." On this usage of sakasa-see Speijer， Sanskrit Syntax， 
189(p.136). However， there is no example of this usage in the MBh. Our author 
again uses this word in a similar way in ii. 67 (sakasad atmanah). 
40 Epic superative of the comparative use. Cf. varistha-in MS 7. 84; Speijer， SS， p. 
188. 
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Vs. 315 (“He should give enjoyments and various goods to the Brahmins. Imperish-
able is this deposit of kings consigned to the Brahmins.つconsistsof two lines 
derived from different parts of the MS， i.e， vi. 79cd dharmartham 
caiva viprebhyo dadyad bhogan dhanani ca and vii.82cd nrpのzam
aksayo hy esa nidhir brahmo'bhidhちJateア
Vs. 316 (“The offering in the mouth of a Brahmin， not spilt nor wavering， is said 
in this world to be superior to the Agni [hotraJ.つisagain a paraphrase of MS 
vi. 84 na skandate na vyathate na vinasyati karhici乙 varistham
α:gnihotrebhyo brahmanasyαmukhe hutam.42 1 could not identify the 
sourcεof the unique expression prayascittair adusitam (316 b) in the 
earlier texts戸
The next verse (317) contains a famous maxim of the Arthasastra 
which is stated as follows in the KAS -. . . dandanitir alabdhalabha-
rtha labdhαpariraksani raksitavivardhani vrddhasya tirthe pratipadani 
ca“(The means of ensuring the pursuit of philosophy， the three Vedas and economics 
is the豆od [wielded by the kingJ; its administration constitutes) the science of 
politics， having for its pur予osethe acquisition of [things] not pos-
41 Cf. also MS vi. 83， YS i. 34 ab， ViS ii. 56. 
42 This MS verse goes back to VasDhS xxx. 6 -7 athapy udaharanti， pati trati ca 
dataram atmanam caiva kilbisa乙vedendhanasamrddhesuhutam vipramukhagnisu; na 
skaηdate na vyαthate nainam adhyaρatec ca ya乙ほristhamagnihotrat tu brahmanasya 
mukhe hutam (na. . . adhyapatet“nor assails" Buhler) and the latier again to 5B 
i. 1 . 4.3 . . . tasmad adhyavahananam adhipesanam bhavaty askannam havir asad 
iti tad yad evatra tandulo va pistam va skandat tad yaj御 yaj如I?-prati均thaditi. . . 
Cf. 5B i.3.3. 16， i. 1.4.27; also i. 2.2.2， xiv. 4. 1.8. 
Donation to the Brahmins is compared to a sacrifice into their mouth in 
MBh xi. 329. 8 (satapathe hi brahmanam bhavati. . .). Cf‘ also MBh xi. 87署 29，
124. 37， 226. 29， xiii. 62. 10， 148. 36; MS ii. 98; VDhP i. 32. 20-21. The Brahmin， 
who thus receives the gift in his mouth is called nidhipa‘protector of a deposit.' 
See， e.g.， MBh xiv. 64. 10 (nidhipala)， VasDhS ii.9 (nidhipa) (fr. the Samhitopanisad 
Br. 3， Burnell's ed.， 29 -32. Cf. also Nir. i. 4.)，孔，1Si. 115 (nidhipa)， ViS xxix. 10 
(nidhipa). 
43 Among later texts， only VDhP 2. 32. 20 -21ゆrayascittairvivaηiitam) indicates in-
fluence from this verse. 
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sessed， the preservation of [things] possessed， the augmentation of 
[things] preserved and the bestowal of [things] augmented on a 
worthy recipient." [Kangle tr.J (i. 4. 3) 
i. 317 ab alabdham ihed dharmena labdham yatnena palayet I 
i. 317 cd palitam vardhayen nityam 44 vrddham patresu niksipet 1 
This verse (“One should try to get in a righteous manner what he has not 
obtained， protect the obtained with effort， always make the protected augment， and con-
sign the augmented to proper recipients.") is an almost literal reproduction of 
問Svii. 99 alabdham caiva 1かsetalabdham rakset prayatnatah， raksitam 
1Jardhayec caiva併 Z1dhGmpatTest471ihsipet. The same expression ap-
pears again in MS vii. 101 in a slightly different form: alabdham icched 
dandena labdhα'f!l raksed avek$aya， raksita'f!l vardhayed vrddhya vrddham 
patresu niksipet.45 
Then the author， to our surprize， begins to talk on legal docu-
ments in the next passage. 
i. 318 ab daUva bhumim nibandham46 va krtva lekhyam47 tu karayet /48 
44 Nityam (B) is the correct reading， since Niti promotes not only Vrddhi but also 
al the four activities mentioned in this verse. See KAS i.4.3 below. 
45 Further孔1Bhi.156. 19， iii.27.18-19， xii.59.57， 70.29. Cf. xii.95.2-3， 138.5; 
MS ix. 251; AP 238. 2; KNS i.18， xiii. 57. Cf.お1eyer，op. cit.， p.140. 
46 Kautilya frequently uses the word nibandha and its derivatives， particularly in i. 
7 (on the office of records): i. 1. 5， i. 2. 1， 7. 1 -2 (nibandhapustaka)， 3， 34; 
ii. 7. 31 (nibandhaka 'official recorder'); i. 27. 10， 29. 1， 35. 1 (nibandhayet 'he 
should cause to write down a nibandha'). According to Kane (HDhS， Vol. II， p. 
575， fn.1082)， nibandha means ‘a periodic payment or allowance in cash or kind 
permanently granted by a king， etc.' The word again appears in YS II.121 bhur 
ya pitamahoραta nibandho dravyαm eva va， tatra syat sadrsam svamyam pituh 
putrasya caiva hi. 
47 ‘Written document: one of the three judicial means of proof. Cf. VasDhS xvi.lO 
(likhita)， NS i.65 (likhita)， YS i. 22 (likhita)， etc. 
48 Cf. ViS ii. 81 brahmanebhyas ca bhuvam pratipadayet. 
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i. 318 cd agamiksudranrpati49parijnanaya parthivah 1 
i. 319 ab pate va tamrapatte va svamudraparicihnitam50 I 
i. 319 cd abhilekhyatmano vamsyan atmanam ca mahipatih /l5l 
i. 320 ab pratigrahaparimanam danacched052pavarnanam I 
i. 320 cd svahastakalasampannam53 sasanam karayet sthiram / 
This sentence 1 would translate:“After gi ving a land or making 
a periodic payment [to the Brahmins] (?)， the king should cause to 
make a legal document so that a miserly king of the future may 
have a clear understanding [of the caseJ. Causing to scribe on a 
cloth or a copper-plate [the names of] one's own [three immediate-
ly preceding] 54 ancestors and [of] himself， the amount of donation， 
and the account of [conditions for] grant and confiscation， the 
king should cause to prepare a lasting decree furnished with his 
own seal， signature and the time." 
49 This is the reading of B. M&A read agamibhadranrjうati ‘ahappy king of the fu-
ture: The latter reading， 1 suppose， is a later emendation of agamiksudranrjうati-
‘a miserly king of the future: which sounds blasphemous. 
50 This is the reading of B. Cf. also YS ii.93 (svahastataricihnitam). It runs -mudro-
paricihnitam in関&A. 1 have preferred the former reading because paricihnita 
is a normal expression for‘marked' in the MBh (ii. 176. 49， 181. 19， xii. 34. 25， 
41. 21). 
51 This verse is borrowed by the ViS (iii.82) yesam ca pratipadayet tesam svavamsyan 
bhuvahραrimanam danacchedoραvarnanam ca pate tamrapatte va likhitam sva-
mudrarikitam cagaminrpαtivijnapanartham dadyat. Cf. also BS (Vyavahara) vi. 20-
25， ibid i(Samskara). 507-510 dattva bhumyad伎amraja tamrapatte 'thava pate，必sanam
karayed dharmyam sthanavamsyadisamyutam; . . . sastivarsasahasrani danaccheda-
phalam likhet; svamudravarsamasardhadhinadhyaたsaksaranvitam，evamvidham raja-
krtam sasanam samudahrtam. 
52 B reads as in the text. M&A have danacchedo-. Danaccheda '(conditions 00 
grant and confiscation'? On the reading of B cf.五1Bhxii. 118. 19 (danacchede 
svayamkari “independent in donation and confisca10in" and KAS i. 1. 8 -10 
karadebhyah k付悦setranyaikaρurusikani prayacchet， akrtani karτrbhyo nadeyanえ
akrsatam acchidyanyebhyah prayacchet 'He should all01 10 tax-payers arable fields 
for life. Unarable fields should not be taken away from those who are making 
them arable. He should take away (fields) from those who do not til them and 
gi ve them to others" [Kangle tr.J ; alsο ibid. viii. 5. 25 c (acchedanad adanad va). 
However， some Smrtis show the other reading. See above note 51. Cf. Bi凸i丘泊hl託er'
note on ViS記i託.8泣2“"animp詳lica託tiぬonagainst him who shoul泌dappropriate the dona-
tion tωo hi註ms田el汀f"勺;St詑enzle釘r:ソ‘“1‘d出iegenaue Angabe der Grenze der Gabeピ
53 Cf. YS i. 89， 92. 
54 Cf. Buhler， The lnstitute 01 Vishnu (SBE， Vol. VII)， p.21. 
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While al the Dharmasutras， except VasDhS xvi.10， 14， 15， and 
the MS are silent on legal documents， the KAS abounds in expres-
sions on written documents， official recorder， and the department of 
records and in fact has a special section on the office of records in 
i. 7.55 We have good reason to believe that legal document was 
originally a topic of the Artha詰straand that it later becamξa sub-
ject of stronger concern inside the tradition of the Dharma釘stra
under the influence of the AS. Our Smrti， which provides a sec-
tion for this topic (i. 84 -94)， must have taken the initiative in the 
growth of this interest among the scholars of the Dharmasastra. 
In other words， the YS， in my view， played a role of intermediator， 
standing on the side of the Dharma鈎stra，between the traditions of 
Dharma and Artha. We may rεcall in this connection that the 
author shows his special concern about the conflict of authority 
between the two traditions.56 Presumably land-donation to the 
Brahmins， etc.， recommended in KAS i. 1. 7， invited the author of 
such situation to make a comment on legal documents in this 
place. This assumption seems supported by the fact that grant 
and confiscation [of land] ， that is， dana and accheda (YS i. 320)， are 
discussed in the irnrnediately succeeding paragraphs of the 五AS(i. 
1. 8-10). 
55 Similarly， written documents are repeatedly referred to in the Brhaspati-， the 
Katyayana-， and the Naradasmrti (particularly in the Matrka as well as in the 
first and the thirteenth chapter). 
56 Cf. YS i. 21. Similarly NS (Matrka) i.33. Legal documents are treated also in 
NS i.114-126. Chronological relationship between the YS and the NS is a deli-
cate question， which needs for solution a careful analysis of discussions on 
Vyavahara in the two texts. For now， 1 have an impression that the NS， which 
existed before the YS and influenced it， was recognized as a Smrti(sacred text) 
after the YS was completed. 
On the different interpretations of the word arthasastra among the commen-
tators of the Dharmasastra， see Hazra op. cit.(1964). 
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With 318-320 therefore the author has left the first chapter and 
entered the second of the KAS. Note that the topics in the next 
passage (construction of settlements and forts and appointment of the heads of vari-
ous departments) belong to the second chapter of the KAS. A careful 
readξr will notice that the author returns to the earlier part of the 
seventh chapter of the MS to pick up material for these topics. 
i. 321 ab ramyam pasavyam svajivyam5i jangalam58 desam avaset59戸。
i. 321 cd tatra durgani kurvita janakosatmaguptaye ( 
i. 322 ab tatra tatra ca nisnatan61 adhyaksan kusalan sucin62 ( 
i. 322 cd prakuryad ayakarmantavyayakarmasu6:1 codyatan 164 
The first line of 321 (“One should inhabit an arid area， which is pleasant， fit 
for catt1e， and very comfortable to live.つisan abridgement of MS vii. 69 jan-
galam sasyasα1!lpannam aηlaprayam anavilam， ramyam anatlαsamantam 
'57 svajivyam B (cf. MS vii.69)， ajivyam M&A. Ajfvya-as simplex does not occur 
in the MBh. 
58 In the MBh Kurujar包galaordinarily means Kuruksetra but it is also used in the 
sense of a ‘land of barbarians' (ii. 49. 19入 Onthe Jangala vs Apupa， see Francis 
Zimmermann， La jungle et le fumet des viandes (Paris 1982) (information from 
my colleague， Prof. A. Akamatsu). 
59 avaset M&A， asrayet B. 
60 Cf. MBh xi. 87. 6-10; KAS i. 3. lf.， Meyer op. cit. p. 212. 
61 'Professional，'‘skilled，' 'versed.' Cf. MBh i.94. 20 (astresu); i. 5. 31 (α力gesu);i. 
30. 46 (sarvavidyasu)， ii. 193.5 (vidyasu); ii. 110.30 (sarvatra); xi. 192.5 (vedesu); 
xi. 224.60， 229.22， 261.1， 229.22， 262.1 Cおbdabrahmani). 
62 Cf. above note 25. 
63 Strange compoud ayakarmantavyayakarmasu， hapax legomenon of course， is， in my 
assumption， due to the metrical contraction of akara-to aya-. Probably the 
author originally intended to say akaraたarmantavyayakarmasu‘inthe offices of 
mine， factory and expenditure.' Cf. akαrakarmanta-(KA三i.1. 19)， akarakarma-
nte (MS vi. 62 c). 
64 Cf. MBh xi. 69.28， xV.9. 14; KAS i.10. 15， 13.21， i. 7.4， ii.9. 1-2 ; ViS ii. 7， 
16 -21; AP 239. 44. Description of adhyaksas is found in MP 215. 1 -14 Calmost 
identical wi th VDhP i. 24. 1 -42)， GP i.112.4 -10， AP 220.1 -16. 
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svajivyam desam avaset.65 Pasavyam (321 a) must be meant as equi・
vaient to sGSYGSGmpG7172G??1in the MS.The kAS discIIsses the construc-
tion of settlements in the beginning of the second chapter (i. 1-2). 66 
321 cd (“There he should construct forts for the sake of protecting the people， 
treasury and himself.") has no literal correspondence in the earlier texts. 
But there is little doubt that the author had in mind MS vii. 70-
7367 and KAS i. 3.1 .68 
Vs. 322 (“And he should appoint superintendents who are professional， skillful， 
pure， and intent on the offices of income， factory， and expenditure at respective places.") 
partly agrees in phraseology with MS vii. 81αdhyak手anvividhan 
A~uryãt tatra tatra vipascitalJ， te 'sya sarva，!y avekseran nrna1?'l kaη'ani 
kurvatam.69 In the corresponding passage of the KAS (ii.1.4) we find 
the names of the heads of local offices一郎おおtagramyamadhye 
sthanかαm，catuhsatα:gramya dronamukham， dvisαtagramyalJ， kãrva~ikam， 
dasagramisamgrahena samgrahanαm sthapayet “He should establish 
a sthaniya in the middle of eight hundred villages， a dro，!amukha 
65 For the later developments of this verse， see the following ~ ViS ii. 4 -5 
(vaisyasudy，αρrayam); MP 217.1-5 (VDhP i.26.1-5)， VDhP iii.323. 14cd-15ab 
(vaisyasudrajanaprayam)， AP 222.1-3 (vasyasudrajanaprayo)， 239.24-27 (sudrakaru-
vaniJゆrayo). Cf. KNS 4.54-56. Only the ViS and the VDhP， reading pasavyam， 
show influence from the YS. 民otethat aryaρrayam (MS) is changed into 
vaisyasudraρrayam and the like in these texts under the influence of 瓦ASi. l. 1 
2 (sudrakarsakaρrayam). 
66 bhutapurvam abhutaρurvam va janaρadamρaradesapavahanena svadesabhif.iyanda-
vamanena va nivesayet. sudrakarsakαρrayam kulasatavaram ραncakulasataparam 
gramam kro勾dvikroおsimanamanyonyaraksa1!l nivesayet. 
67 dhanvadurgam n昭 hidur玄amabdurgam vaγksam eva va. nrdurga'Y!l giridurga'Y!l va 
samaSritya vaset puram. 
68 caturdisam j，αnapadante samparayikam daivakrtam durgam karayet. antardv争am
sthalam ca nimnavaruddham audakam. prastaram guham va parvatam， nirudaka-
stambam irinam va dhanvanam.たhanjanodakamstambagahana'Y!l va vanadurgam. 
Cf. also BS (Vyavahara) i. 28; ViS ii. 6 ;註P217. 6 -7 Ccf. VDhP i. 26.6 -7 )， 
AP 222.4 -5， 239.28 -29， VDhP ii. 323.15 cd-16; KNS iv. 57 -60. 
69 Cf. also KAS i. 7. 4 uttamamadhy.αmavaresu ca たanηasutajjatikam adhyak寺am
たuηlat.. . and ibid. i. 9. 1 amatyasamρadopetalf sarvadhyakf.ialf saktitalf kannasu 
niyojyalf. 
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in the middle of four hundred villages， a karvatika in the middle of 
two hundred villages， [and] a samgrahanαin a group of ten 
villages." [Kangle tr.J 70 
The author then talks on the Dharmayuddha (‘righteous war，'るfair
play') in the next passage(323 -326)， There is no parallel for this 
passage in the KAS， naturally because the Artha三astra does not 
have the idea of Dharmayuddha. It does use the word kutayuddha 
(x.3.2)， but the word is not an antonym of Dharmayuddha as in 
the Epic and the Dharmasastras but of Prakasayuddha ('open fightingう.
The topic of Dharmayuddha was so familiar to the Dharma錆 stras
and the Epico-Puranic literature 71 that the author thought it indis-
pensable for his description of Rajadharma and put it here in 
relation to孔1Svii. 87 -93戸
i. 323 ab natah parataro dharmo nrpanam yad ranarjitam I 
i. 323 cd viprebhyo diyate dravyam prajabhyas cabhayam sada /173 
i. 324 ab ya ahavesu vadhyante bhumyartham apararimukh計174 / 
i. 324 cd akutair ayudhair75 yanti te svargam yogino yatha 76 /1 
70 Cf. 1¥1S vi. 114 -115. 
71 Cf. below notes 74， 75， 81. and 82. 
72 Cf. 1¥1S vi. 87 -98. 
73 Cf. 1¥1Bh ii. 195. 31. xi. 25. 32 -33. 26. 34. 32. 8 ef， etc.， MS vii. 303，乱1P215.61， 
VDhP 2.65.53， AP 222. 10 cd， 225.24. 
74 No flight recommended in a gamble or on the battle-field in 1¥1Bh i. 44. 18 cd， 
52. 16 cd. 53. 13 ab， 6l. 9 ab， iv. 36.26， v.76. 14， 151. 25. 164.29， 186.21-22， vi. 
6l. 16， vii.16. 39， 157.3， iX.4. 17， xii.55. 17， etc.; BauDhS i.l0. 18.9， GauDhS i. 
l. 15-16 (x.15， 16)， 1¥1S x.119. 
75 ‘With non-deceptive weapons' in 1¥1Bh vi. 164. 11-12， xii. 96. 11; BauDhS i.l0. 
18. 10. 
76 ‘Heaven as reward for the brave fighter who died in the battle-field' in MBh i. 
20.15， iv.64.25， v.40.24， 125.15， vi.24.37. 84.42. 113.13， vii.48.34. vii.27. 
93， iX.6.11， 29.11， 31. 25， 53， xi.2.9， 11， xii.25.32-33， 99.43， 101. 38， xii. 
128. 52， xIv. 53. 21 ; cf. MBh ii. 51. 16 (ayαm loko'ksayas tesam)， xii. 131. 43 (dvijo 
bhavet); 1¥1S ix. 253. There are stil numerous passages concerning Dharma 
yuddha in the MBh. 
The reward of heaven is loudly announced by commanders and bards to 
soldiers in the battle←field. Cf. KAS x. 3. 28， 30， 31. 43; also ViS ii. 44 (nasti 
rajnam samare tanutyagasadrso dhanηah). 
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i. 325 ab padani kratutulyani bhagnesv avinivartinam 177 
i. 325 cd raja sukrtam adatte hatanam vipalayatam78 17宮
i. 326 ab tavahamvadinam klibam nirhetim parasamgatam I 
i. 326 cd na hanyad vinivrttam ca yuddhapreksakam eva ca80 181 
Vs. 323 (“For the kings there is no virtue superior to [this deed， namelyJ : goods 
won in a battle are offered to the Brahmins and assurance of safety always to the 
people.つis a taraphrase of MS vi. 88 samgramesv anivartitvam 
prajanam caiva palanam， SUSlぜlsabrahmananam ca raj:侃 msγeyaskaram
param.82 Samgramesv anivartitvam (MS) is implied in Pada b (ra~a) 
and expressed in bhagnesv avinivαrtinam in 325b. 'Protection of the 
people' (MS) is rendered to ‘assurance of safety to the people' and 
'obedience to the Brahmins' (MS) is replaced by ‘donation to the 
Brahmins' in our text. 
The next verse (324) is an abridgement of MS vi. 89 -90 ahavesu 
mitho 'nyonyam jigha'f!lsanto mahik$italJ， yudhyamanalJ param sak砂d
svarga'f!l yantyα'ParanmukhaIJ; na ku!air ayudhair hanyad yudhyamano 
rane ripun， na karnibhir napi d忽dhairnagnijvαlitatejanaih. Awkward 
expression due to excessive abridgement of the original is a style pecu-
77 Cf. MBh xi. 2. 11， xi. 22.3 (‘superior to many sacrifices')， 99.12 (samgramayaj伽ー)，
99.13 (yuddhayaj弱 dhikarastha-);MS v. 98. Battle-field is compared with a sac-
rificial-ground in MBh xii.99. 15f.; similarly in ApDhS x. 26.2 (atmayupa). 
78 This is the reading of B. M&A， on the other hand， have v争alayinam，probably 
influenced by the preceding avinivartinam. 
79 For the motif ‘depriving the merit of the other(s)，' see MBh xii. 288. 10 -1 ; 
VasDhS viii. 6， MS ii. 100. Cf. also below YS i.335. 
80 This is the reading of B. M&A have preksanaka-. Pγ"eksaka is a regular word 
for ‘viewer (in the battle-field)， in the MBh. See恥1Bhi. 96.30， 125. 29， 181. 2， 
ii. 21. 26， iv. 55.6， v.179. 21， 196. 19， vi. 19. 14， 42.23， 58.20， vii.119. 14， vii. 
17.75， 63.26， iX.20. 1， 22.42， 31. 24， 56.12.ρreksanaka-does not occur in 
the MBh. 
81 People whose slaughter is prohibited in MBh ii.19. 13 -14， vi. 103. 72 -73， vi. 
118.8， 170.39， x.5. 9-10，8.117， xi.1O.8， xii.97.3， 99.47， xiv.77.10. Cf. 
further羽Bhx.8. 101， Ram vi.12. 20; BauDhS i.10. 18. 1， ApDhS i.5. 10. 11; 
AP 236. 57 cd-58 ab. 
82 MS vII.88 froms the source of MP 215.61 (VDhP I. 65.53)， AP 225.24. Cf. also 
AP 222. 10 cd; GauDhS i. 1. 15 -16. 
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liar to the YS. This verse is syntactically odd without yudhyamanah: 
“Those who are killed [fighting] for the sake of land by means of 
non-deceptive weapons， without showing his back， will go to 
heaven just as the Y ogins." 
The first line of 325 is another example of strange sentense， which 
can hardly be translated without additional words:“The ran主sof 
those who will not retreat [in the battle-field] while [his allies are] 
shattered are equal to [those obtainable through] a sacrifice." 
There is no exact parallel of this hemistich in the MS. As the source 
we may probably cite ApDhS x. 26. 2 brahmαnasvany apajigisamano 
raja yo hanyate tam ahur atmayi1po yaj元o'nantadaksina iti. The com-
pound kratutulya， which occurs again in YS i.36083 and nowhere 
else in the earlier texts to my knowledge， appears to me a creation 
of our author. 
In the second line of 325 (“A king receives the merit of those who are 
killed running away.つtheauthor picks up only担Svii.95 out of the 
pair-expression (vii. 94 -95) yas tu bhitah paravrU，αh samgrame hαnyate 
paraih， bhartur yad duskrtlαm kimcit tat sarvam pra#ραdyate; yac 
casya sukrtam kimcid amutrartham upaげitam， bharta tat sarvam 
adatte paraV'!τtahatasya tu. Consequently， receiving a sin of a dead 
soldier Cvii.94)， the more important part， has fallen out of the text. 
Vs. 326 (“One should not kill such a man as says ‘'1 am yours，" is coward， 
weaponless， wrestling with others， has ceased to fight or is watching a fight.") is a 
forced abridgement of MS vi. 91 -93: na ca hanyat sthalari1qha'f!l na 
klibam na krtl初ijalim，na muktαkesam nasinam na tavasmiti vadinam; 
na supta'f!l na visa'f!lnaha'f!l na nαgna'f!l na nirayudham， ayudhyamana'f!l 
pasyantam na pαrerJa samagatam; nayudhavyasanapraptarrz nartarrz natι 
83 iti samcintya nrpatih kratutulyaphalam prthak. . 
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padkmtGm，na bhztam m PGfdtffttG772 mtdm dhanηam anusmaran. In 
our text the first two verses are condensed into one and the last is 
forsaken. 
King's daily schedule is the topic of the next passage (327 -333)， 
which was inserted here in association with MS vii. 145 referring to 
the morning of a king. We have noted above that the seventh 
chapter of the MS， except the るeginningpart (1-35)， is character-
ized by the framework， in which the description of 畏ajadharma
goes on like a one-day drama of a king. The author now removes 
this setting from the MS and treats king's daily routine independ-
ently from the other topics just as in KAS i.19. 
i. 327 ab krtaraksah samutthaya pasyed ayavyayau svayam / 
i. 327 cd vyavaharams tato drstva snatva bhunjita kamatah 1/ 
i. 328 ab hiranyam vyaprtanitam bhandagare nyaset tata旬以 / 
i. 328 cd pasyec carams tato dutan presayen mantrisamgatah I
i. 329 ab tatah svairavihari sy丞nmantribhir va samagatah 1 
i. 329 cd balanam darsanam krtva senanya saha cintayet 1 
i. 330 ab samdhyam upasya srnuyac caranam gudhabhasitam 1 
i. 330 cd gitanrtyais ca bhunjita pathet svadhyayam eva ca 1 
i. 331 ab samviset turyaghosena pratibudhyet tathaiva ca 1 
i. 331 cd Sastrani cintayed buddhva 85 sarvakartavyatas tatha I1 
i. 332 ab presayec ca tatas caran svesv anyesu ca sadaram86 / 
i. 332 cd rtvikpurohitacaryair a釘rbhirabhinanditah 1/ 
i. 333 ab drstva jyotirvido vaidyan dadyad gam ka白canammahim 1 
I. 333 cd naivesikani87 ca tatha srotriyanam88 grhani ca 1/ 
84 This is the reading of B&A. Niksip-usually means in the Epic (passim)‘to put 
off what one wears and place it in or on something.' 
85 buddhva B， buddhya M&A. 
86 sadaram B， sadaran揺&A.
87 Naivesikani‘furnitures' also in YS i.21O. In the MBh the word appears only twice. 
NïlakaI!~ha: sopakarjαf!a'f!l grham (on MBh vi. 55. 23)， grhopaskara'f!l sayyadi (on 
xiii. 57. 33). 
88 tatha srotnyanam B， followed by A; tatah srotnyebhyo M. 
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Quite in the same way as the KAS， our a江thor follows the 
daily routine of a king along the sixteen divisions of a day.89 The 
first series describes his schedule during the eight divisions of the day-
time - 327ab (“Getting up and taking measures for defence， he should himself 
look over income and expenditure.") corresponds with KAS i. 19. 9 [the first divi-
sionJ (tatra purve divasasya!itabhage raおおidhanama:yavyayatl ca s'0uyat) ; 327 c (“Then 
looking into judicial cases") wi th i. 19. 10 [second] (dvitちlepaurajanapadanam kaηlani 
pαsyet) ; 90 327 d ("and bathing， he may have meals as he likes.つwith i. 19. 11 
[third] (trtちlesnanabhojanam seveta svadhyayam ca kurvu.α) ;91 328ab (“Then he should 
place gold brought by his employee in a store-room.づ with i. 19. 12 [fourth] (caturthe 
hiraηyaρratigraham adhyak与amscaたurvita); 328cd (“Then he should see spies and send 
messengers after consulting ministers.づ with i.19. 13 [fifth] (ρancame mantriparisada 
ραttrasampresanena maπtrayeta， caraguhyabodhanかanica budhyeta); 329 ab (“Then he 
should engage in recreation or [hold a counciI] with ministers.つwithi. 19. 14 [sixthJ 
(sasthe svairaviharan'l mantra1?'l va seveta); 329 c (“After reviewing his armies.") with 
i. 19. 15 [seventh] (sattame hastyasvarathayudhちlantasyet) ; 329d (“he should deliberate 
with the commander-in-chief.づ withi. 19. 16 [eighth] Castame senaρ'atisakho viたramam
cintayet) ; and 330a (“Worshipping evening twilight，") with i. 19. 17 [Samdhya] (pra-
tisthite初 nisamdhyam upasita). 
Next comes the account of king's occupations in the eight divi-
sions of the night-time - 330 b (“he should listen to secret information of his 
agents")agrees with i. 19. 18 [the firstJ (ρrathame ratribhage gu4hapuru:'ian pasyet) 
330 cd (“He should enjoy meals with songs and dances and engage in study.つwithi. 
19. 19 [secondJ (dvitちlesnanabhojaηamたurvitasvadhyayam c'a) ; 92331ab (“He should 
89 Daily schedule of a king is also described in AP 235 CPratyahnikarajakarma) and 
VDhP i. 151 (Ajasrika). 
90 Cf. MS vii. 1-3. 
91 Cf. MS vii.145_ 
92 On 330 cf.話Svii. 223 -225. 
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go to bed and wake up to the sound of musical instruments.") with i. 19. 20 [third to 
fifthJ (t!liye türyagho~e1勾 sar~wi~?as caturthapa宛camausayi，抱);331 cd (“After awakening 
he should ponder over sciences as well as over al the work to be done.づwithi.19. 
21 [sixth] (sasthe turyaghosena pratibuddhah sastram iti初 rtavyata'!lca cintayet) ; 93 332 
ab (“Then he should dispatch carefully secret agents to his own [country] as well as 
others' ") wi th i. 19. 22 [seventh] (saρtame mantram adhyasita gudhapurusamS cα 
pre~ayet) ; and finally 332cd-333 (“Being greeted with blessings by the ~tvij priests， 
preceptor and chaplain， he should see his astrologers and physicians and give [them] 
cow， gold and land; similarly furnitures and houses to the learned Brahmins.づwithi. 
19. 23 [eighthJ (astame付vig，'aca明 purohi抱svastyayananipratigrhn例え cikitsa初 mahanasi初-
mauhurti・ka'!lsca pasyet). Then the king proceeds， the KAS (i.19. 24) adds， 
to the assembly-hall after going around a cow with her calf and a 
bul1.94 The two texts thus agree with each other not only in ar-
rangement but also in contents and partly even in phraseology. A 
close agreement like this is a good evidence for the fact that the 
author knew the AS in a form closest to the extant Kautiliya-
arthasastra. In this regard， 1 fully accept Kangle's view that the 
Kautilya's Arthasastra itself was the source of the YS and not vice 
versα95 1 also agree with him in rejecting the idea of a common 
source for the two texts， considering that the YS has nothing to 
add to the description in the KAS. 
With this passage， extracted from KAS i.19 and placed here in 
association with担Svii.145， the author stops reproducing the MS 
verses whichrun parallel in subject to the second chapter of the 
KAS. 
93 Awakening， worship and council in MBh xv. 9. 11. 
94 savatsam dhenum vrsabham ca pradaksinikrtyopasthanam gacchet. 
95 See 0ρ， cit.， pp. 246， 252. 
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The author then skips the third chapter of the KAS on Vyavahara， 
which he wilI discuss， on the model of the羽S，separately in the next 
chapter， and enters the fourth of it on kantakasodhana. The next ten 
verses (334-343) concern the merit of protecting the people 争rajaρalana)， the 
most important duty of a king. A text of sec日lartactics and shrewd 
strategies， the KAS naturally has no chapter called prajapalana. In-
stead， it has the fourth chapter entitled kan!akasodhanα ‘weeding 
thorns，' which may be regarded as virtually equivalent to the 
prajapalana of the Dharmasastra. It is probably for this correspon-
dence that the author put prajapalana in this place. The material 
of this passage comes from the seventh and the eighth chapters of 
the MS， particularly from the section of Steya in the latter. 
i. 334 ab brahmanesu ksami snigdhesv ajihmah krodhano'risu 1 
i. 334 cd syad raja bhrtyavargesu praj丞bhyas96 ca yatha pita 1 
i. 335 ab punyat97 sadbhagam adatie nyayena paripalayan I 
i. 335 cd sarvadanadhikam yasmat prajanam parIpalanam 1鈎
i. 336 ab catataskaradurvrttamahasahasikadibhih I 
i. 336 cd pidyamanah praja rak~et kayasthais ca vise!?atal:t 199 
i. 337 ab arak~yamã~ãl:t kurvanti yat ki~cít kilbi沼田 prajal:t 
96 prajabhyas B， prajasu M&A. pi・tevaputrebhyo in MBh xi. 54. 36， 147.9. Cf. Meyer， 
op. cit.， p. 140. 
97 On this ablative use， cf. Speijer， Vedische u. Skt.-Syntax， 59 (p.17) (personal in-
formation from Prof. T. Goto). 
98 Cf. MBh v. 130. 1 ( =xi. 76.6) (catu吋ham抱syadharmasya. . . vindati)， vii. 30. 27 
(sadbhagaha煽)， 63 (sadbhagaharta)， 64 (raksita punyabhag)， xi. 73. 20 (caturtharrz 
bhagarrz sa vindatO， 76. 7 (caturt，初 bhak)， xiii. 128. 47 (nirdì~!aphalabhoktã); 
GauDhS i. 2.11 (xi.lO) (dharmasya hyamsabhag)， MS vii. 144 (nirdis抱phαlabhokta)，
viii. 304 (dharma~a4bhãgo) ， 305 (~a4bhãgabhãg) ， xi. 23 (dharma認めhagam)， ViS 
ii. 28 (sasthamsabhak); also紅白 ii.193. 12 (ρalane hi mahan dharmah)， xi. 18.38 
(istaml lokan avapsyamo)， 72.29 (bhunkteρhalam divi) ; cf. also xii. 76. 8 Ccaturtharrz 
tasya papasya . . . vindati)， 89. 17 (bh似たte. . ρ匂asyacaturbhagam). 
99 Cf. AP 223. 12ab (VDhP i. 61. 29ab); also ApDhS i. 9.25. 15 (taskarabhayarrz na 
vidyate)， 10.26.6 (taskarebhyo raksyam). The word kayastha does not appear in 
the九1Bh.
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i. 337 cd tasmat tu nrpater ardham yasmad grhnaty asau karan 1 
i. 338 ab ye rastradhikrtas tesam carair jnatva vicestitam 1 
i. 338 cd sadhun sammanayen nityam viparitams ca ghatayet 1 
i. 339 ab utkocajivino1∞dravyahinan k~tvã vivasayet 1 
i. 339 cd sa danamanasatkaraih101 srotriy丞nvasayet sad丞F
i. 340 ab anyayena nrpo rastrat svakosam yo'bhivardhayet 1 
i. 340 cd so'cirad vigatasriko naSam eti sabandhavah 1 
i. 341 ab prajapidanasamtapat samudbhuto hutaSanah I 
i. 341 cd rajnah kulam sriyam pranams cadagdhva na nivartate 1 
i. 342 ab ya eva dharmo nrpateh svarastraparipalane I 
i. 342 cd tam eva krtsnam apnoti pararastram vasam nayan 1 
i. 343 ab yasmin dese ya acaro vyavaharah kulasthitih 1 
i. 343 cd tathaiva paripalyo'sau yada vasam upagatah 1102 
The beginning verse of this passage (334“The king should be tolerant 
of the Brahmins， honest with friends， relentless towards enemies， and like a father to 
servant-groups and for the peopleプ)is a paraphrase of MS vii. 32 (cf. ViS ii. 
96) svarastre nyayavrttah syad bhrsad.αndas ca satrusu， suhrtsv a.:jihmah 
snigdhesu brahma詑おuおαmanvitalJ，. 103
The first line of 335 (“Duly protecting [the people]， he receives one-sixth of 
their meritつcorrespondswith vii. 304 ab sarvato dharma$αdbhago raj:先o
bhavati raksatah. The second line (“since protection of the people is superior 
to al the donations.つmight be associated with MS viii.306 rak$an 
dharmena bhutani raja vadhyams ca ghatayan， yajate初 rahar yaj:伽 ih
sahαsrasatadaksinaih. 
100 Utkoca-， a rare word， is used in MBh xII.14.18， 56.51， ViS v.181， lviii.10. It 
also appears in the different forms: MBh vii. 51. 31 (utkocinam)， KAS iv. 4. 10， 
MS iX.258 (utkocaka-)， NS xix. 2 (utkotaka-0. 
101 sadanamanasatkaraih B， sadanamanasatkaran A， saddanamanasat初 ranM. 1 have 
separated sa-from dana-. 
102 A wkward sentense without the antecedent of yasmin. 
103 Cf. MBh xii. 76. 5 (mrtyur ivarisu)， 120. 10 (mrjavan syat svayuthyesu). KAS iv. 3. 43 
(pitevanugrhnむlat)， xiv. 3. 88 (utahanyad amitrams taih svajanam cabhipalayet) ; MS 
vii. 80 (pitrvan nrsu). Cf. MBh xi. 138.64， 66; Meyer op. cit. p.140. 
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The next Vξrse 336 (He should protect people suffering from rogues，I04 
thieves， the wicked， dacoits， etc.， particularly from the writers-caste.つisnot found 
in the earlier texts. This verse， apparently the author's composi-
tion， may be roughly compared in contents with MS viii. 267 -420， 
in which various types of wrong-doers are treated. Of special in-
terest about this verse is the author's allusion to a corruption pre-
vailing among the Kayasthas， writers-caste， of his time. 
Vs. 337 (“Half of any sin his people may commit without being protected goes to 
the king， because he collects taxes [from them in return for protectionJ. ") must be 
a paraphrase of MS viii. 307-308 yo'raksan balim adatte karam sulkam 
ca parthivah， pratibhagam ca dandam ca sa sadyo narakam vrajet; 
αraksitaram rajanam balisadbhagaharinam. tam ahulJ， sarvalokαsya 
samagramalaharakam.105 Instead of ‘the whole' (MS) the author says 
tha t a king recei ves a haσof the Sin106 committed by his subjects 
if they are not protected by him. 
As source of vs. 338 ("Inspecting the behavior of those who are appointed to 
the districts by means of secret agents， he should honor the well-behaved and kil the op-
posite.づ wemay possibly refer to MS vii. 122cd tesam vrttam parinayet 
samyag rastresu taccarailJ， and viii.311ab nigrahe1!a hi papana1!l 
sadhunam samgrahena ca.107 
104 Cf. BS (Vyavahara) xvii. 6 (catacorabhayam); also PW on cat，α(Betruger YS i. 
335 CStenzler's number) = Pa白catantra1. 390. im Pkt. Mrcch 78. 13) ; R. L. Turner， A 
Comparative Dict. of the lndo-Aryan Languages ぞrogue，''cheat' Yaj白 Pkt.cada-
m.; Pas. cara 'stupid，'‘mad' acc. to Morgenstirne， lndo-lranian Frontier Languages. 
Oslo (1929-56)). 
105 Cf. BauDhS i.1. 1. 17， VasDhS xix.44， 46; KAS i.13. 6-8， iv. 4 ; MBh xii.12.30 
(adataro三aranyasca)， 25.18 (araたsitadurvinito)， 78. 4 (yasya sma v匂ayeraj元ah
steno bhavati vai dvijah. . .); also MS viii.316-317， x.118 (caturtham adadano . 
praja raksan . . . kilbisat pratimucyate)， YS ii.36 Cadadadd hi samapnoti kilbisam). 
Cf. note 98. 
106 mala (MS)， kilbisa (YS). 
107 Cf. further MBh xii. 87.19 (caraih suviditam krtva) ， xiv. 31. 6 (nigrhya mahadosan 
sadhun samabhipujya ca) ; KAS i.13. 1， NS xix.6 (tan viditva . . . carais)， ViS ii. 
35 -37 (caracαksuh syat. sadhunam pujanam kuηlat. dustams ca hanyat) ;説P215. 
90 (VDhP i. 24. 62 cd-63) ; also MBh v. 34. 32 (caraih pasyanti rajanah). 
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Of vs. 339 the first line (“He shouldじanishthose who live on bribery after 
stripping of their wealth.づagreeswith MS vi. 124 ye karyikebhyo'rtham evα 
grhnちJuhpapacetasah， tesam sarvαsvam adaya raja kuryat pravasanam 108 
and the second (“He should always let the learned Brahmins to live [treating 
them] with gift， respect and care.") with MS vi. 133-135.109 
Vs. 340 (“The king， who enriches his own treasury in a wrong way [with the 
wealth acquired] from his country， wi1l soon lose his prosperity and perish together with 
his relatives.") has its source in MS vi. 111 mohad raja svarastram yah 
kar$ayaち，anaveおaya，so 'cirad bhrasyate rajyaj jivitac ca sabandhavah.110 
1 have been unable to find a parallel in the earlier texts of the in-
teresting expression in 341 (“The fire produced from the heat of people's suffering 
¥111 will not be extinguished without annihilating the king's family and prosperity.つ
Vs. 342 (“Putting an enemy's country under control [in a righteous manner]， he 
obtains al of the same merit that [accrues] to him in protecting his own country.つ112
and 343 (“Coming under his control， the district should be protected just in accordance 
witlI. the conduct， custom， and family-rule there.，)113 correspond to MS vii. 201 
jitva sampiljayed devan brahmanams caiva dharmikan， pradadyat pari-
108 Cf. KAS iv. 4. 10 sa cet tatha初 η100utkocaka iti pravasyeお.
109 mriyamano 'py adadita na raja srotriyat karam. na caおudhasyasa'f!lsidec chrotriyo 
visaye vasan; yasya raj如 stu visaye srotriyah sidati ksudha， tasyapi tatおudha
rastram acirenaiva sidati ; srutavrtte viditvasya vrttim dharmyam praka~ρayet. sa'f!lrak~et 
sarvatas caina'f!l pita putram ivaurasam. Cf. GauDhS ii.l. 9 bibh!yad brahmα泌免
srotnyan. 
110 Cf. also MS vii. 139 nocchindyad atmano mulam paresam catitrsnaya， ucchindan hy 
atmano mulam atmanam語msca pidayet; KAS viii. 2. 12， MS vii. 28. 
111 Cf. MBh xii. 137. 42 na hi vairagnir udbhutah初 rmavapyゆaradhajam.samyaty 
adagdhva nrpate vina hy ekataraksayat. 
112 Cf. MS ix. 251-253. 
113 Cf. MBh v. 33. 95 (desacaran samayan jatidharman bubhusate)， xii.78. 19 (kuladesa-
didharma na m prasthitanam) KAS ii. 7. 40， xiii. 5. 7-8， 24; GauDhS i. 2. 20 
(desajalikuladharmas camnayair aviruddhah pramanam)， VasDhS xix.7 (desadharma-
jatikuladharman) ，λpDhS i. 6.15. 1 (desakuladharmah)， MS viii. 41 (jatijanaρadan 
dhanηan srenidhannams. . . kuladhannams ca)， YS i.361， ViS ii. 42 (paradesavaptau 
taddesadharman nocchindyat). 
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hara'f?'ls ca khyatayed abhayani ca 114 and 203ぬ tramananica kurvita 
tesam dhannyan yathoditan. 
Since the MS talks litle of Secret Conduct (yogavrtt，α)， topic of the 
fifth chapter of the KAS， the author skips this chapter115 and proceeds 
to the next two chapters of the KAS (Mar:tqalayoni and白骨ur:tya). The 
next passage (344-353) contains a selection of cardinal concepts on 
diplomacy， military strategies， divine intervention， human effort 
and the constituent elements of kingdom， discussed in these chap-
ters. 
i. 344 ab mantramulam yato rajyam atd16 mantram suraksitam I 
i. 344 cd kuryad yathasya na viduh karmanam aphalodayat 1/ 
i. 345 ab arir mitram udasino'nantaras tatparah parah 
i. 345 cd kramaso mandalam cintyam samadibhir upakramaih 1 
i. 346 ab upayah sama danam ca bhedo dandas tathaiva ca / 
i. 346 cd samyakprayuktah sidhyeyur dandas tv agatika gatihl17 1 
i. 347 ab samdhim ca vigraham yanam asanam samsrayam tatha 
i. 347 cd dvaidhibhavam gunan etan yathavat parikalpalyet 1/ 
i. 348 ab yada sasyagunopetam pararastram tada vrajet 1 
i. 348 cd paras ca hina atma ca hrstavahanapurusah 1 
i. 349 ab daive purusakare ca dvaye siddhih pratisthital18 1 
i. 349 cd tatra daivam abhivyaktam paurusam paurvadehikam 1 
i. 350 ab kecid daivadd hathat kecit kecit"
ヨpurusakaratahI 
114 Cf. also MS ix. 251 -253， KAS xii. 5. 3 -6 
115 Only 340 might possibly be compared in topic with KAS v. 2 (replenishment of 
treasury). 
116 This is the reading of B， supported by A. On the other hand， M reads yato 
rajyam tasmat. 
117 Among our texts， the locution agatika gatih appears only in VDhP i. 212. 4 out-
side this verse. 
118 This is the reading of B. M&A read karmasiddhir vyavasthita. Pratisthia Is the 
right word in this context. Cf.五1Bhi.114. 16， v.149.36， vii.120.28， 127.17. 
133. 64; also iI. 15. 1 (jayasya hetuh siddhir hi karmαdaivam ca samsritam). 
119 B&A read as in the text. It runs svαbhavad va kalat in r吐
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i. 350 cd sidhyanty artha manusyanam tesam yonis tu paurusam120 1 
i. 351 ab yatha hy ekena cakrena rathasya na gatir bhavet I 
i. 351 cd evam purusakarena vina daivam na sidhyati 1 
i. 352 ab . hiranyabhumilabhebhyo mitralabdhir vara yatah I 
i. 352 cd ato yateta tatpraptau satyam raksee21 samahitah 1 
i. 353 ab svamy amaty忌janodurgam koお dandastathaiva ca I 
i. 353 cd mitrany etah prakrtayo rajyam saptangam ucyate 1 
As a source of vs. 344 (“Since the kingdom has council as its foundation， 
council must be well-guarded so that [the othersJ may not know it untill the result of 
actions is accomplished.") we may cite MS vII.147-150， particularly 148 
yasya mantra1'[l na jananti samagamya prthagjanah， sa krtsnam prthivim 
bhu1Ikte kosahino 'pi parthivah.122 
VS.345 (“Adjacent is an enemy， beyond it is an ally， different from both is a neutral 
one - [in this wayJ deliberate upon the world successively by means of approaches 
such as conciliation， etc.つisjust a shortened exp詑 ssionof MS vii.158-159 
anantaram ari1n vidyad arisevinam eva ca， arer anantaram mitram 
udasinam tayoh param; tan sarvan abhisamdadhyat samadibhir upa-
120 The second line is the reading of B&A. It runs in M: samyoge kecid icchanti 
phalam kusalabuddhayah. 
121 This is the reading of B. It runs tatpraptau rakset satyam in A and ta[.ρraptyai 
rakset satyam in M. yateta is generally construed with the locative (MBh xii. 279. 
20， xiv.43.16; KAS i.17.25， 48， v.5.4， 6.39， vii.14.18， viii.4.50) or with the 
infinitive (MBh xI. 226. 8 ; KAS vi. 2. 37， vii. 2. 7， ix. 7. 46， 48; BauDhS i. 3. 6. 
31， GauDhS i. 9. 65; MS vii. 198cd). Only rarely with the dative (MS vii.215)， 
the locative of -α付加 (MBhxI. 227. 21)， with -nimittam (MBh xii. 168. 5 cd) and 
-artham (羽Bhxii. 183.7 ab.) 
122 Cf. also KAS i.15; MP 220.33cd-34ab (VDhP I. 65. 35) mantramulam sada rajyam 
tasman mantrah suraksitah， karおりahprthivφalair mantrabhedabhayat sada. Cf. also 
VDhP i. 151. 19f.瓦autilya(ix. 1. 14-15) considers the power of mantra to be a 
more important political basis than prabhava. Cf. MBh i. 5.17 (vijayo mantramulo)， 
ii. 149.43 (mantramula nayah sarve) ， xi. 84. 45cd mantrino mantramulam hi rajno 
rastram vivardhate， 48ab rajyam pranidhimulam hi mantrasaram pracaksate; also 
羽Bh v.38. 15 yasya mantram na jananti bahyas cabhyantαras ca ye， sa raja 
sarvatascaksus ciram aisva乃lamasnute. 
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kmmath，uyGstats mim mmGstaid cGpauntsem nGyem CG.123samadtbhtf 
upakramaih124 is identical with MS vii. 159 b.124 
The four diplomatic and military strategies (conciliation， gift， dissocia-
tion， military action) in 346 (“The strategies . . . will work when properly employed. 
Military action is the last resorLつcan be derived from MS vii. 198 -200 
samna danena bhedena samas紹介 athavap付加え vijetumprayatetarim 
nαyuddhena kadacana; anityo Vijiα:yo yasmad drsyate yudhyamanayolJ， 
PGTtZjGyaS ca sG772Fame tGsmzzd yzddham zdzYG7jGyet;tmydndmaρy 
upayanam purvoktanamαsambhave， tatha yudhyeta sa1?lPanno vijayeta 
ripun yatha.125 Vs. 346， which disturbs the order of quotation from 
the MS， was probably inserted here in relation to samadhibhir 
upakramaih in 345 c. 
Vs. 347 (“Alliance， hostility， marching， staying quiet， seeking shelter， double dealing 
- design these [strategiesJ for merits properly_つisalmost identical with MS vii. 
160 sG771dhtm CG U忽'rahamcαivayl'anam asanam eva ca， dvaidhibhavam 
samsrayam ca sadgunams cintayet sada.126 
123 Since the author simply copied this passage， madhyama‘middle [country J' (men-
tioned in MS vii.155) has dropped from his texL Similarly only three elements 
are listed in MBh xi. 59. 43cd (arir mitram udasina ity)， 87.21 (udasinarimitranam). 
Madhyama appears in the description of KAS vi. 2. 19 -22， ViS ii. 38， AP 240. 1 
4， KNS vii. 14 -20 (for various views on the註andalasee further 21 -41). The 
MBh vI. 28. 9ab (Gita vi. 9ab)， by the way， counts seven types of people (suhηlmitra-
η'udasinamadhyasthadvef?yabandhuf?u， sadhuf?v api ca pape与usamabuddhir visiりate).
124 Cf. MBh xv. 1l. 17 (samadibhir upayais)， 12.11 (samadibhir uραnyasya)， 17 (samadibhir 
upakramet) ; MS vii. 107 (samadibhir utakramaih)， AP 226.5 (samadibhir uρayais). 
125 On the upayas see further MBh i. 5.51， xi. 108. 12 ab (samadanavibhedanaif!)， 
343. 6ab; KAS i.13. 25， i.lO. 47， vii.14. 1 (also xv.1. 26入 16.3， ix. 3. 6， 7. 68. 
xI. 1. 3. xi. 1. 18; ViS ii. 38 ;話P 222.2 (VDhP ii.67. 2). AP 226. 5cd-6ab， 
241. 46， VDhP i.212.4. ii.146. 1 五珂Sxvii. 3 旬。ρtoPayahprakirtitah). Most of 
the Purana passages and the KNS list seven upayas including upeksa， maya， and 
indriyajala_ 
126 Cf. further MBh xii.69. 65-66; KAS vii.l. 1-12; ViS ii.39; AP 234.17，240.5. 
VDhP i. 150. 2. ii. 323. 6. 
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Discussion on proper times and seasons for marching occupies 
one section in the KAS (ix. 1) and several verses in the MS (vii. 171 ， 
176，181-183). In our text it is reduced to one verse (348“March when the 
enemy's country is in good harvest and when the enemy is deficient while draft animals 
and men are vigorous on this side.つofinferior quality derived from MS 
vii.171 yada manyeta bhavena hrstam tustam bαlam svakam， tarasya 
vitaritam tu gamanちlatαmobhavet.127 Sasyagunotetam (348 a)， by the 
way. indicates that the author knew the discussion in KAS ix. 1. 34 
-36. 
The first line of 349 (“Success depends on the two， [namely.J destiny and 
human effort.つ hascorrespondence with MS vii. 205ab sarvam karmedam 
ayatta1!l vidhane daivamanu$e.128 but 1 could not identify the source 
of the second line (“Of them destiny is a manifested human effort of the former 
life"?〉.Itmight possibly have something to do with Gdnuhadtmn 
daivam in KAS vi. 2. 8. 
Vs. 350. which would mean. in the B reading，“Some say aims of 
men get realized from destiny. others say by accident， [stil] others 
say from human effort; but the primary cause of [the success for] 
127 Further MBh xii. 101. 9 ; KAS vii. 3. 17， 4. 16; ViS ii. 40 -41; MP 240. 3， AP 
228. 1 f.; cf. AP 240. 25 -26， KNS x. 26. 
128 Cf. MBh I. 114. 16ab daive purusakare ca lokoシamhi ρratisthitah， 33. 20 yadd hy 
ayam purusah kimcit kurute . . . taddhatrvihitam viddhi， v. 77. 4cd daive ca manuse 
caiva samyuktam lokakaranam， x. 2. 2cd daive purusakare caραram tabhyam na 
vidyate， xii. 56. 15cd paurusam hi param manye daivam niscityam ucyate， 103.3ab 
daivam purvam vikurute manuse kalacodite， 137. 78ab daivam purusakaras ca sthitav 
anyonyasarrzsrayat， xii. 6. 7cd puru勾kãre~a vina daivarrz na sidhyati， 6.8ab k!:!etrarz 
ρuru手akarastu daivam b万αm udahrtam， 12cd prapyate karma~ã sarvarrz na daivad 
akrtatmana， 20 svam cet karmaphalam na syat sarvam eva.ρhalmη bhavet， loko daivam 
samalambya udasino bhaven na tu， 44cd tat，初 kanηasamayuktamdaivam sadhu 
vivardhate. For the Puranic versions， see MP 221. 2 f.， VDhP i. 66. 2 f.， AP 226. 
1 f. Kala is added as the third factor to d，αiva and purusakara in the Puranas. 
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these [aimsJ is human effort"129 again must be our author's own 
creation; Pada d barely betrays an influence from MS vii. 205 cd 
tayor d.αivαm acinちJamtu manuse vidyate kriya or from KAS vi. 2. 12 
tac(i. e.， manusa) cinちlamacintyam daivam. 
In 351 the author uses the simile of Cakra to show the impor-
tance of cooperation between destiny and human effort (“Just as a 
chariot may not move with one wheel， so destiny wil not realize without human effort.つ.
This is a peculiar usage of our text. The same analogy appears in 
the MBh and the 豆ASbut it is used in the different contexts.130 
Vs. 352 (“Gain of aly is superior to that of gold and land. Therefore make efort 
to get it; secure the truth intently.つcomesfrom MS vii. 208 hiranyabhumi-
sampraptya parthivo na tathaidhate， yatha mitram dhruvam labdhva krsam 
apy ayatiksamam. This is a view characteristic of the Dharmasastra. 
The Arthasastra， to the contrary， regards land as more important 
than allied country and gold.131 
Vs. 353 (“Lord， ministers， people， fort， treasury， punishment and friends - these 
are the principal elements [of kingdomJ. [ThereforeJ kingdom is called seven-limbed.つ
is virtually identical with MS ix. 294: svamyamaか'aupuram rastram 
kosadG71dG14 suhduthd，saptGPmkTtGyo hy etdh sα:pta1iglαm rajyam 
129 For a similar argument， cf. e. g. MBh ii.3. 18ab evam hathac ca daivac ca svαbhavat 
初rmanasta tha ， 30 sarvam eva hathenaike distenai舵 vadantyuta，ρurusaprayatnajam 
kecit tredham etan nirucyate， 181. 32ab kimcid daivad hathat kimcit kimcid eva svakar-
mαbhih， xi. 24. 50 kecit turusa初 ramtu prahuh karmavido janah， daivam ity apare 
viprah svabhavam bhutacintakah， 51 paurusam karma daivam ca phalavrttisvabhavatah. 
traya ete 'prthagbhuta navivekam tu kecana， 230. 4 paurusam karanam kecid ahuh 
kanηαsu manavah， daivam eke prasamsanti svabhavam capare janah; KAS vi. 2. 6-
12 ;孔1Svi. 205;お1P220署 46(VDhP i. 65. 75; AP 25. 3). 
130 羽Bhxii. 12. 13 yad eva dadatah punyam tad eva pratigrhnatah， na hy ekacakram 
varteta ity evam rsayo viduh. KAS i. 7. 9 ab sahayasadhyam rajatvam cakram ekam 
na vartate. 
131 See KAS vii. 9. 1 samhiぉ:prayanemitrahiranyabhumilabhanam uttarottaro labhah sreyan. 
Similarly KNS x. 29. 
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ucyate.132 The word jana (←janapada)， another example of forced 
abridgement， appears to me a sign of the author's knowledge of 
KAS vi. 1. 1 svamyamatyaj'anapadadurgakosada1'!4amitrar!i prakrtayalJ. 
(Cf. a1so ibid. vii. 1. 5. ) 
So far we have seen three-quarters (45 verses) of the Rajadharma 
section. The rest of it differs from these verses in the point that 
it has no correspondence with the KAS. The author no longer re-
produces the MS verses which cover the topics treated in and after 
the eighth chapter of the KAS. It is hard to imagine that the 
Artha銘straour author had before him had ended with the seventh 
chapter without description of the topics essεn tial to this text such 
as war-tactics and secret strategies. The only possible explanation 
would be that the author no longer found interesting material or 
indispensable maxiomatic expression in the minute description of 
marching， camping， attack and destruction of enemy-troups， assassi-
nation of army-chiefs， instigation with secret-agents， etc. 
After having finished his survey of the KAS， the author again 
returns to the earlier part of the MS， this time to the first part of 
the seventh chapter， then moves to the eighth and adds to his text 
important topics which have been left out of the selection through 
the filter of the Arthasastra. In the following verses we finally 
find the statement of king's divine authority and the merit of his 
righteous government. The sentence， however， lacks a lofty sty le and 
132 Cf. MBh xii. 69. 62cd-63 (janapadas caiva puram) ， 308. 154ab (ρuram rastram); 
KAきvi.1.1 (janαραdadurga-)， vii. 1. 5 (janapadadurga-); ViS iii.33 (janaρada， 
rastra); MP 220.19 (VDhP i. 65. 20cd-21ab)， AP 225.11， 239.1; KNS i.16， iv.1， 
viii. 4-5; a1so MBh xii. 57. 5a (saptarige . . . rajye)， 59.51a (saptarigasya ca rajyasya)， 
308. 154 (sapta勿:gas. . . rajyam)， 155a (saptangasyasya . . . rajyasya)， 157 (sapta冗:gas
capi samghatas). 
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impressive tone of the declaration of the MS. It appears as if the 
author only pays respect to Manu by touching upon the prominent 
motif of Rajadharma in the MS. 
i. 354 ab tad avapya nrpo dandam durvrttesu nipatayet 1 
i. 354 cd dharmo hi dandarupena brahmana nirmitah pura 1 
i. 355 ab rla sa netum atahl33 sakyo lubdhenakrtabuddhina I 
i. 355 cd satyasamdhena sucina susahayena dhimata /1
i. 356 ab yatha銘 stramprayuktah san sadevasuramanavam I 
i. 356 cd jagad anandayet krtsnaml34 anyatha tat prakopayet 1/ 
i. 357 ab adharmadandanam 1okasvargakirti'35vinaSanam 1 
I. 357 cd samyak tu dandanam rajnah svargakirtijayavaham 1136 
i. 358 ab api bhrata suto'rghyo va sv誌uromatulo'pi va 
I. 358 cd nadandyo nama rajno'sti dharmad vicalitah svakat 1 
i. 359 ab yo dandyan dandayed raja samyag vadhyams ca ghatayet 
i. 359 cd istam syat kratubhis tena sahasrasatal3idaksinaih 1 
i. 360 ab iti samcintya nrpatih kratutulyaphalam prthak 羽
i. 360 cd vyavaharan svayam pasyet sabhyaih parivrto'nvaham !I
The first line of 354 (“Obtaining it (i. e. kingdom)， he should cause to fall 
punishment upon wrong-doers.づ， apparently a linking phrase for the adjacent 
133 This Is the reading of B. On the other hand， sα netum nyayato三akyoM， sa netum 
nyayatah sakyo (lubdhenakrtαbuddhina) A. 
134 This is the reading of B. It runs sarvam in M & A. Jagat is frequently construed 
with both krtsnam and sarvam in the MBh. The latter combination occurs in a 
more or less archaic， ritualistic context. 1n our passage of a secular nature， 
krtsnam seems to fit in better than sarvam. 
135 Lokasvargakirti-is again a strange compound. Loka-must be originally loke‘in 
this world' as in MS vii. 127 a. The corruption in or before B (loke→ lo初)
probably invited a poor emendation of 1¥， followed by A. 
136 Cf. MBh xii. 86.22 -23; ViS ii. 92; AP 223. 9 -10， MP 225. 2 (VDhP i. 70. 2). 
137 This is the reading of B & MS. ita of A. M & the other MSS of A， ifwe believe 
in the note of the AAS ed.， read samattavara-. Cf. sahasrasatadaksina-in MBh i.
106. 5， ii. 88. 6， vi. 16. 23; sahasradaksina-MBh vii. 55. 21 ; and sahasram daksina 
VasDhS xxiv. 7， BauDhS iv. 4. 10 (daksinα). 
138 This is a line added to unite the preceding passage with a new introductory 
phrase (360 cd) presumably copied from the beginning of the next chapter. See 
below p.34. 
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passages， has no exact paralle1 in the MS bむtdandam dur併すtesu
niρatayet must be a paraphrase of da1J，qam dandyesu patayet in MS vii. 
126d.139 The second line (“Dharma was verily created of yore in the form of Danda 
by Brahma.) is evidently based on MS vii.14 tasyarthe sarvabhutanam 
gottaram dharmam atmajam， brahmatejomayam dandam asげαtturvαm 
isvarah.140 
The first line of 355 (“Therefore it (i. e. Danda) cannot be carried out by a greedy， 
ignorant one.") is an abridgement of MS vii. 30 so'sahayena mudhena 
lubdhenakrtabuddhina， na sakyo nyayato netu'f!l saktena vi手ayおuca.141 
355cd-356cd (“When employed according to the scriptures by a truthful1， pure， intelligent 
person accompanied by associates， it(i. e， Danda) will delight the world inc1uding the gods， 
Asuras and people. Otherwise it will enrage it.つ roughlyagrees in expression 
with MS vii.31 sucina satyasamdhena yathasastTi'anusarina， pranetum 
sakyate dandah susahayena dhimat'a. Sadevasuramanavam (356b) and 
prakopayet (356d) indicate that this verse is a1so re1ated to MS vii. 23-
24 devadanavagandharva raksamsi pαtagorag仇 te'pi bhogaya kalpante 
dandenaiva n争icJitalJ，;du字yeyulJ， sarvavarJ'!as ca bhidyeran sarvasetavalJ" 
sarvalokaprakopas ca bhaved danqαsya vibhramat.142 
The first line of 357 (“Unrighteous punishment is what ruins fame in this world 
and heaven.") is a1most identica1 with MS viii. 127ab adharmadandanam 
139 Cf. further dandam dandyesu. . . inMBh i.58. 13， xv.lO. 2 also MS vii.20， YS 
i. 368， ViS ii. 91. 
140 Cf. MBh i. 60.31 (dharmasutas ca raja)， xii.15.35 (dando vidhatra vihito)， 22. 1 
(indro vai brahmanah putrah)， 90.8 (brahma ksatram athasげαt)， 122.14 
(dharmasyatma)， 24 (atmanam. . . dandamαsrjad)， 282. 10 (dhatasザ'atputram ekam 
prajanam dharane ratam) ; KAS i.13. 5. A story on the origin of a king in MBh 
xii. 59. 13f.， 12. 73. 6-7; birth of Danda and Niti in xi. 122. 14f. 
141 Cf.た1Bhv.127. 10， ix.30.45， xii.58.21， 81.1， 92.45， 107.11， 112.22， 116.12， 
13， 136. 6 ; KAS i.7.9. Cf. Meyer， op. cit.， p.140. 
142 On vss. 355-356 cf. MBh xii.113. 19， 20; MS vii.19， 23-24. On the importance 
of having good ministers and men for his administration， cf. MBh xii. 116. 14 
17. 
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loke yasoghna1!l kirtinasanam. As regards the second line (“On the 
other hand， proper punishment by a king brings about victory and fame in heaven.")， 
compare MS viii.343 anena vidhina raja kurvanah stenanigraham， 
yaso 'smin prapnuyal loke pretya canuttamam sukham.143 
Vs. 358 (“There is nobody， even if brother， son， venerable， father-in-law， maternal 
uncle， who does not become object of punishment， ifhe deviates from his own righteous 
path (dharma).つisbased on MS viii.335 pitacaryah suhrn mata bharya 
putrah purohitah， nadandyo nama raj元o'stiyah svαdharme na tisthati，144 
but father， teacher， friend， mother， wife， and Purohita are replaced with 
brother， son， venerable， father-in-law， maternal uncle in our text. 
Vs. 359 (“Sacrifices with tens of thousands of donations are as it were performed 
by the king， who punishes punishables and kills those to be killed.つvirtually
agrees wi th MS vii. 306 raksan dhanηe1Ja bhi1tani raja vadhya1!ls ca 
ghatayan， yαiate 'har ahar yaj兎aihsahasrasatadak手初αi/J.145
Vs. 360 (“Thus thinking of the result equal to the sacrifice， the king should see 
himself judicial matters one by one surrounded by judges every day.づattractsour 
special a1tention， because we find a similar expression at the begin-
ning of the next chapter of the YS (ii.lab 1Jyavaharan n!pa!J pasyed vidvad-
bhir brahmanaih sahα)and of the eighth chapter of the MS (viii. 1-3 
1Jyavaharan didrk手ustu brahmaηαif!， saha parthivaf!，. mantrajnair mantribhis caiva vinitaf!， 
ρraviset sabham; tatrasinah sthito vapi paηim udyamya dak~仇am， vinitave与abharanah
pasyet kaηlani kaηinam; pratyaham desadrstais ca sastradrstais ca hetubhih， astadasasu 
margeギunibaddhani prt加 kprthak). In al likelihood the Rajadharma section 
ended with 359 in thεoriginal YS. This assumption is supported 
143 Further MS vi. 27， viii. 128 (cf. MP 227. 216. VDhP i. 72.199 c-O. 
144 MBh xi. 121. 57; ViS ii. 94; MP 225. 5 (VDhP i. 70.5) ; but MBh xi. 56. 22 (adand-
yas . . . viprahλ69 (adandyatvam ca viρranam)， 114 (adandya me dvijas)，瓦AS
ii. 4. 19 (bandhur adandyah!). 
145 Cf. also説Svii. 303 abhayasya hi yo data sa pujyah satatam nrpah. satram hi vardhate 
tasya sadaivabhayadaksinam. 
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by the fact that the passage after 360 handles topics closely related 
to the Vyavahara of the next chapter. 
Let us make a q uick survey of the remaining passage. The first 
verse (361) 146 concerns the fundamental principle or ultimate purpose 
of king's governership (“The king should lead to the right path local groups， 
castes， guilds， assemblies and districts which have deviated from their own duties 
(svadharma) ") .147 
In the next four verses (362 -365)， the value of Niska and Pana， 
monitary 註nitsof silver-and bronze-coin， is fixed through equa-
tion with various standards of weight beginning with Trasarenu. 
Except a slight variation， this passage corresponds with MS viii. 132 
-137. 148 
Vs. 366 states three types of penalty laid down according to 
the amount of Pana defined in 362 -365. In the YS， the lowest 
fine eq uals 270 Panas， the middle 540， and the highest 1080. This 
ratio is a slightly modified version of the system in the担S(viii. 138) 
that prescribes 250 Panas as the lowest， 500 as the middle， and 1000 
as the highest fine. The system of the MS is followed by the AP 
(227. 4cd-5ab) ， the VDhP (i. 72. 5) and even by the ViS (iv.l心， which usu-
ally shows a closer agreement with the YS. The BS follows the 
146 Cf. MS viii.41. 
147 On the definition of kula， sreni， and gana， see Lariviere's note on his translatoin 
of NS (Matrka) i. 7. 1 have used his translations for these words. It leaves 
some doubt whether the YS originally had 361 in this place， for the verse 
appears before i. 33 (M) in B in a corrupt (?) form: kulani jataya1! sre~yo ga~n 
janapadan api， svadharmac calitan raja vinむlasthapayat pathi. 
148 In the MS four Suvarnas equal one Pala; our text says four or five Suvarr:tas are 
equal to it. Again in our text， one Satamana， equal to ten Dharanas， is defined 
as one Pala. Cf. further KA会 i.19. lf.， i. 20. lf.; Caraka (Kalpasthana) xii. 105， 
Susruta (Cikitsasthana) xxxi. 7 ; ViS iv. 1 -13; AP 227. 1 cd-4 ab (= VDhP i. 
72. 2 -4 )， VDhP i.4. 1 -5. 
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MS in the ratio but calls the unit Karsapana (Vyavahara viii. 11入
The system of the NS is somewhat peculiar. This text divides 
penalty into three types ranging 24-96， 200-500， 500-1000. (xix.37-38) 
Here one may probably notice an influence from the KAS (ii.17.6 
10)， which divides penalty into five groups with the range of 12-24， 
24-48， 48-96， 200-500， and 500-1000 Panas. At any rate， it would 
suffice for us to observe a wide variation in the penalty-system 
among the Dharma texts. The variation tells us that the monetary 
-system， as a matter of course， was subject to constant revision ac-
cording to the change of age and locality. The text on this system， 
as a consequence， appears to have been one of the most vulnerable 
parts of the Hindu codes of law. 
The next verse (367) contains statement of four kinds of pun-
ishment and their relative strength or order of application ("Admoni-
tion (vagdanda)， reproof (dhigdanda)，149 fine (dhanadanda)， and corporal chastisement 
(vadha) ~ these [punishmentsJ should be applied simultaneously or separately according to 
the [degree of] crime.つ.This verse is based on MS vii. 129-130 vagdandam 
prathamam kuryad dhigdandan1 tadanantaram， trtiyam dhanadandam 
tu vadhadandαm atah param; vadhenapi yada tv etan nigrahitum na 
saknuyat， tadaisu sαrvam apy etat prayu兎'jitacatu科α:yam.
We now come to the last verse of the Rajadharma section， 
which makes a request to the king of his careful application of 
punishment (368) ("Arrange punishment， having ascertained the crime， place， time， 
power， age， deed， and property [of the criminalJ."). The same request is ex-
pressed in MS vii. 126 in the following form - anubandhαm parijnaya 
desakalau ca tattvatalJ， saraparadhau calokyαda1'!Qa'f!l da1'!qye字upatayet. 
149 This is the order in the reading of B (cf. also MS viii.129， VDhP ii. 56.8， BS 
(Vyavahara) i. 91， ix. 1 -13， xxix.8.). M & A have dhigdanda before vagdanda. 
Cf. MBh xi. 259. 19 -20 (dhigdand.α. vagdanda. adanadanda. vadhadnda). 
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Every topic in this passage (361-368) concerns a principle or 
standard of some sort for judicial administration. namely. units of 
court (local group， guild， etc.) ， monetary system. thrεe grades of penal-
ty. four types of punishment. or the conditions for application of 
punishment. All these topics must normally be treated in the 
Vyavaharamatrka of the second chapter. It can hardly be doubted 
therefore that this passage belonged to the next chapt己rin the 
original text. If this assumption is correct. we need to answer why 
it moved from that chapter to the end of the Rajadharma section. 
The answer seems to be in the nature of the contents. We have 
just noted that the monetary-system must have been sむbjectto 
change according to the ages and localities. The same applies 
more or less to the other topics of this passage. 80 in the course 
of time. a revised text on these principles was written on a new 
folio and attached to the end of the Rajadharma section. At the 
same time. a new introduction (360cd) was created for this passage 
to show the beginning of Vyavaharamatrka. On the other hand. 
the original text. replaced by the new one. went out of use and 
soon disappeared from the manuscript. A strange passage in be-
tween two introductory phrases(i. 360cd， i.lab)， in my view， was thus 
created in our text. 
Now， we summarize in the following synopsis what we have 
seen so far on the correspondence of our Rajadharma section with 
the MS and the KAS. (N B. The initial (M， K) indicates that the verse is based 
on the Manusmrti or Kautilya's ArthaSastra. Y means that the verse may probably be 
a composition of the author of the Yajnavalkyasmrti. In ambiguous cases， the initials 
are put in parentheses.) 
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Parallel passages of the Rajadharma section(YS) in MS and KAS 
YS 話S 瓦AS
[Part 1 ] 
IK 309-310 vi. 1. 3 
K 311 i. 2.1 311-313， 317 for KAS. Chap.I 
出 312ab vii.60ab. 54 i. 7.9 
出(K) 312cd vii.56a i. 15.32-41 
KM 313 vii.78a i. 9. 9 
M 314 vi. 78b-79ab 
M 315 vi. 79cd， 82cd 31シ316Merit of gift to Brahmins 
孔f 316 vii. 84 
民4 317 vii.99， 101 cf. i.4. 3 
Y 318-320 cf. i. 7. 10 On legal documents. 318-322 for 
M 321ab vii.69 cf. i. 1. 1-2 KAS. Chap. I 
(MK) 321cd cf. vi. 70-73 i.3. 1 
M 322 vii. 81 cf. i. 1. 4 
九4 323 vii. 88 [323-326 DharmayuddhaJ 
M 324 vii.89-90 
(ApDhS) 325ab ApDhS x. 26. 2 
M 325cd vii.95 
お4 326 vii.91-93 
K 327 cf. vi. 145-146 i.19.9-11 Daily schedule of a king inserted in 
K 328 cf. vii. 59ab i. 19.12-13 connection with MS vii. 145 
K 329 i. 19. 14-16 
K 330 cf. vi. 223-224 i. 19. 17-19 
K 331 cf. vi. 225 i. 19.20-21 
K 332 i. 19.22-23 
K 333 cf. vi. 145cd i. 19.23-24 
KAS Chap. III (Vyavahara) treated separately in YS. Chap. n. 
M 334 vii. 32 334-343 for kantaka-sodhana of 
M 335ab cf. vii. 304ab KAS. Chap. IV 
お1 335cd cf. vii. 306 
Y 336 cf. vii. 267-420 
(M) 337 cf. vii. 307-8， 316-7 cf. i. 13. 6-8 
M 338 vi. 122cd. viii.311ab cf. i. 13. 1 
M 339ab vii.124 cf. iv. 4. 10 
M 339cd vii.133-135 
M 340 vi. 111 cf. vii. 2. 12 
Y 341 
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342 cf. vii. 201 cf. xii. 5. 3-6 
343 vii.203ab cf. v. 2 
KAS Chap. V on Yogavrtta skipped in the YS. 
M 344 vi. 147-150 344-353 for KAS， Chaps. VI-VII 
M 345 vii. 158-159 cf. vi. 2. 19-22 
M 346 vi. 198-200 cf. vii. 14， 1 
M 347 vii. 160 cf. vii. 1. 2 
M(K) 348 vi. 171 cf. vii. 3. 17， 4.16 
M 349ab vii.205ab cf. vi. 2. 6 [349-351 Daiva and Purusa泊 raJ
(Y) 349cd cf. vi. 2. 8 
Y 350 cf. vi. 205 cf. vi. 2. 6-12 
(Y) 351 
M 352 vii. 208 
羽 353 iX.294 cf. vi. 1. 1， vii. 1. 5 
[Part 1 ] 
(M) 354ab cf. vii. 126d 354-359 King's divinity & religious 
羽 354cd vi. 14 nature of administration 
M 355ab vii.30 
組 355cd-356ab vii. 31 
M 356cd vii.23-24 
込4 357ab vii. 127 
制 357cd viii. 343 
孔4 358 viii. 335 
M 359 viii.306 
M 360ab Linking phrase 
M 360cd (cf. i. 1) vii. 1-3 New introduction 
[Part mJ 
M 361 viii.41 361-368 Standards or units 
乱4 362-365 viii. 132-137 cf. i.19. 1-13， for judicial proceedings 
i. 20.1-7 
M 366 viii. 138 cf. ii. 17.6-10 
M 367 vii. 129-130 
M 368 cf. viii. 126 
YS， Chapter 1 
Y cf. viii. 1 Old introduction 
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As is indicated in the table， the Rajadharma section of the 
Yajnavalkyasmrti is composed of three parts. The first part (with a 
vertical line on the left side) contains reproduction of the MS verses with 
sporadic insertion of the KAS passages and the author's own com-
positions， arranged， in principle， along the division of topics in the 
KAS， Chapter One through Seven. This part forms the main body 
of the section. The second part concerning king's divine authority 
and the religious nature of his administration is a supplement 
added by the author after he finished his survey of the KAS. The 
third part on the principles or units of judicial administration may 
very well be a later interpolation from the next chapter. 
Material of the Rajadharma section comes most1y from the 
seventh chapter of the乱1S.But the out1ook of this section is quite 
different from the MS. The author of the YS toned down king's 
divinity， overhauled the dramatic framework of Manu and abridged 
and rearranged material in accordance with the order of the topics 
in the KAS. In short， we can say that the author borrowed 
material from the MS and framework from the 五AS. Our section is 
thus a result of uniting the texts of two different traditions. The 
final outcome of it was， as we see in the YS， a total separation of 
Rajadharma from Vyavahara， which means the loss of raison d'etre 
for Rajadharma as a basis of judicial proceedings. 
In the YS we also recognize a drastic change in the nature of 
the Smrti literature. Strong influence from the Arthasastra trans-
formed the Smrti， a sacred text， from a constitution-like codes of 
law to a manual of laws and customs of secular nature. Needless 
to say， this is not the first time that the Artha翁straexerted its in-
fluence on the Dharma text. We notice a sign of it already in the 
40 -
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Dharmasutra， particularly in the final portion of the Apastamba 
Dharmasutra on Rajadharma and Vyavahara Cii.lO. 25.1-ii. 29.15)， unless 
this passage is a later interpolation. The second wave from the 
Arthasastra is observed in the chapters vii-ix of the担S，in which 
judicial proceedings are treated in detail within the framework of 
Rajadharma. The YS is a product of the third wave of influence， 
stronger than ever， on the Dharma翁strafrom the side of the 
Artha鈎stra. From our analysis of the Rajadharma section we may 
be justified to conclude that this Arthasastra was Kautilya's in the 
form not very differnt from the extant text. 
[P. S. This article is based on my paper 1 delivered at our meetings of the research 
project on the Yaj負avalkyaSmrti at the Institude for Research in Humanities， Kyoto 
University on June 12 & 26， 1992.J 
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